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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this descriptive study is to analyze the performance practice of linedhymns that are sung in three selected African American Missionary Baptist churches located in
the Northern Mississippi Delta region. ‘Dr. Watts’ lined-hymn singing has survived in some
African American church denominations for approximately 150 years without the availability of
a standardized printed musical notation source. Focus of the investigation is guided by five
questions exploring the historical context, liturgical function, musical characteristics,
performance practice, and method of learning of this musical tradition. Further examined are the
role of the song leader, and cultural beliefs and philosophical differences of churches that
maintain or do not foster this tradition. Pastors, deacons, ‘mothers’ (women elders), song leaders
and choir members participated as interviewees. The musical analysis aims to identify
characteristics that are comparable across three songs and between three churches. Three linedhymns were selected as most familiar and were recorded within the churches’ regular Sunday
morning worship services. The results suggest that the similarities of many elements i.e., tempo,
melodic movement, performance procedures, and ornamentations were found frequently.
Differences include usages of non-vocal instrumentation and tonality. In conjunction with
identifying correlations across the three churches’ performance practice of the lined-hymns, the
research also highlights other factors that need to be considered in maintaining and preserving
this musical tradition.
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CHAPTER I:
INTRODUCTION
It was approximately 280 years ago that psalmody, hymnody, and the lining-out tradition
was introduced to an accumulation of worship practitioners within the African American
community.1 This musical tradition, although influenced by Anglo-Europeans and those of
Scottish decent, was integrated with stylistic features and characteristics of West African subcultures. This synthesis created a unique art form that can be traced and found in early religious
musical practices of African Americans of the past to the present.
Lined-hymn singing played a major role in the religious lives of colonial African
Americans for many years. It was preceded by the lining-out of psalms as was done by AngloAmericans. Once introduced to the slaves during the 1750s (after the ‘First Great Awakening’2),
it blended with some West African musical characteristics. It resulted in a distinctive sacred
musical tradition that retained specific influences from blacks’ ancestral native homeland of
Africa. Even more significantly, it provided spiritual nourishment for blacks in their everyday
life experiences.

Gilbert Chase, America’s Music: From the Pilgrims to the Present, Rev. 3rd ed. (Urbana
and Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 1987), 68-69.
2 First Great Awakening – was a religious revival movement in the British American
colonies in the 1730s and 1740s.
1

1

As practiced by African American Baptists of the Mississippi Delta region, this linedhymn singing tradition was referenced by the name ‘Dr. Watts.’ The tradition was named after
Isaac Watts primarily because of the appeal and popularity his hymns received as some of the
first sacred contemporary music published during the early colonial period in America. Only the
text of a limited number of hymns used in this tradition were written by Isaac Watts. In fact, the
authentic hymns of Watts were transcribed using standard western musical notation to aid and
provide a resource for congregants to perform his compositions. Therefore, it is presumed that
lining-out was not the intended means for its performance. Rather, the practice was planned only
to be an immediate method of music transmission aimed in aiding singing among congregations
with high levels of illiteracy and inadequate numbers of hymnbooks.3 Although the usage of
lining-out was expected to be short-term, it became deeply rooted as a style and tradition in the
African American religious community.
Following the US Civil War and after the 13th Amendment4 was ratified, blacks were
officially freed and allowed to establish their own independent churches. They continued linedhymn singing and adopted this musical practice for several years until it began to decline in
favor. Carl Smith stated in 1987 that the lined-hymn singing tradition “has virtually disappeared
in most black churches in America.”5 However, thirty-three years later, this historical music
tradition has survived and maintained its significance especially among older church members in
some African American Baptist churches within the current study. Although the practice of
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Henry Wilder Foote, Three Centuries of American Hymnody (Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 1940), 374.
4 13th Amendment – The 13th Amendment to the U. S. Constitution, ratified in 1865 in the
aftermath of the Civil War, abolished slavery in the United States.
http://www.history.com/topics/black-history/thirteenth-amendment
5
Carl Henry Smith, “The Lined Hymn Tradition in Selected Black Churches of Eastern
Kentucky. (PhD diss., University of Pittsburgh, 1987), 1.
2

lining-out still remains customary in this region, its discontinuance is inevitable due to the lack
of a system for its cultivation.
This study examined the musical tradition, characteristics, and performance practice of
lined-hymn singing as it exists in three African American Baptist churches of the northern
Mississippi Delta region. The findings of this research concentrated on descriptions of interviews
of focus groups, key informants, and observational elements of musical analysis and
performance characteristics. Information gathered from the interviews was summarized and
placed in narrative form. Audio and video recordings were collected and used to transcribe a
musical score for analysis. In contributing to the body of historical music education, and in an
attempt to document for archival purposes of this music tradition, the investigator: 1) defined the
musical tradition of ‘Dr. Watts’ lined-hymn singing and discussed its role and/or function in the
Missionary Baptist church’s worship services; 2) identified and described three African
American Missionary Baptist churches in the northern Delta Region of Mississippi that maintain
the ‘Dr. Watts’ lined-hymn tradition; 3) summarized interviews that revealed the cultural beliefs
and experiences of congregants who practices ‘Dr. Watts’ in the studied area; 4) Transcribed,
and analyzed the musical characteristics of the lined-hymns; 5) identified the lined-hymn singing
performance practice and procedures; and, 6) explored how this singing practice was learned
and/or transmitted.
Purpose of Study
The purpose of this study was to explore and understand how the lined-hymn singing
tradition was developed, performed, learned, and maintained in selected churches of the northern
Delta region of Mississippi. The investigator examined the similarities and differences of

3

melodic and performance characteristics of three hymns, and showed any correlations that have
been revealed. In addition to analyzing compositional patterns, the investigator discussed cultural
beliefs and a premise for the declining outlook of the lined-hymns in the studied area. This will
create awareness among churches, theologians, historians, ethnomusicologists, and music
educators on the significance of preserving and examining its practice and function within the
African American church community.
Research Questions
This study investigated the following questions:
1. What is the musical tradition of ‘Dr. Watts’ lined-hymn singing and its role and/or
function in the Missionary Baptist church worship service?
2. What are some of the cultural beliefs, opinions, and experiences of congregants who
practice ‘Dr. Watts’ in the studied area?
3. What are the musical characteristics and compositional techniques employed in this
musical practice?
4. How are the ‘Dr. Watts’ lined-hymns performed in African American Missionary
Baptist churches located in the northern Delta region of Mississippi?
5. How is this lined-hymn singing tradition learned and/or transmitted?
Role of the Investigator and Underlying Assumptions
The boundaries established by the investigator included the following roles: interviewer,
documenter, media recorder, and music transcriber. The investigator arranged site visits to all the
churches presented in this study. The interviewees in these churches were selected through ‘non-
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random purposive sampling.’6 Considering his number of years of exposure to the lined-hymn
singing practice, the investigator was sensitive to assumptions and generalizations typical within
this musical tradition. The investigator was a non-participant while conducting the observational
projects. Due to the role and limitations as an observer, the investigator was able to perform
observational projects objectively as an indirect participant under the guidance of the principal
academic advisor.
Though the cultural heritage of the investigator included exposure to this musical
tradition from birth to active participant as Minister of Music in two of the three churches
observed in this study, possible biases and assumptions were discussed with the supervising
academic advisor to mitigate against validity threats.
Although every effort was made to ensure that previous anecdotal knowledge did not
create validity threats, the investigator’s personal understanding of this music tradition informed
the use of the research instrument which included both open-ended and closed questions. The
investigator recognized the need to be open to the thoughts and opinions of others and to set
aside personal experiences in order to understand those of the participants in the study. Hence,
the interpretation of the data while objectively approached, was culturally contextualized.
Definition of Terms
call-and-response – A style of singing in which a melody is sung by a song leader and responded
to, or echoed by one or more singers.

J. R. Fraenkel, and Norman E. Wallen, How to Design and Evaluate Research in
Education, 7th ed. (Boston: McGraw-Hill, 2009).
6
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deacons – Serve as one of the two offices in the Missionary Baptist church leadership who are
appointed by the Pastor. They serve as assistants to the Pastor and help with managerial
duties of the church. Deacons are well-respected among church members and are
expected to display integrity, and Christian values.
degree of ornamentation – The amount of rifts or melismas within a vocal phrase.
Dr. Watts – A name ascribed to hymns that are performed in the lining-out tradition that are sung
in a slow ornamented style.
heterophony – A texture that involves multiple voices singing a single melodic line slightly
differently due to incidental ornamentations and/or improvisations.
hymn pitching – A process in which the song leader establishes the tonal center (in the ‘call’
phrase) of the hymn to be sung by several members of the congregation (in the ‘response’
phrase).
lined-hymns – Hymns that are sung in the tradition of lining-out.
lining the hymn (lining-out) – A chant-like call and response form of hymn-singing by which
each textual line is read or chanted by a song leader in a quick rhythmic manner
immediately followed by the congregation or group of singers responding with a
prolonged variation of the melodic line.
melisma – A vocal element in which a number of musical notes are sung to one syllable of text.
meter – The rhythmic pattern of a stanza categorized by the number of syllables in specific lines.

6

Mississippi Delta – The distinctive northwest section of the state of Mississippi that lies between
the Mississippi and Yazoo rivers (see Figure 31 and Figure 32).
Missionary Baptist (M. B.) churches – Within the African American community, they place an
emphasis on Christian evangelism, promoting mission’s efforts at home and abroad;
encourage Christian education; seek social justice and community involvement; and
publish and distribute Sunday school material and other Christian literature. Missionary
Baptists embrace their history and maintain a strong connection to the needs in their
surrounding communities. As conventions (not denominations), Missionary Baptist
groups do not have administrative or doctrinal control over their member churches; such
matters are left to each local church.7
monophonic – A texture that consists of a single melodic line; which can be found in unison
singing.
mothers – A title given to women elders who serve as spiritual leaders and support the deacons
and pastor within the Missionary Baptist church. They prepare the items for communion,
assist with baptismal preparations and counseling, and mentor young women in the
church.
musical syncretism – the merging of two or more inflectional varieties
oral tradition – The means for transmission of information that has been passed down by word of
mouth from generation to generation by a communal ethnic group.

“What is a Missionary Baptist Church?” Copyright 2002-2020 Got Question Ministries.
https://www.gotquestions.net/Printer/Missionary-Baptist-Church-PF.html
7
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psalmody – The act or practice of singing psalms in religious worship.
Need for Study
In analyzing numerous studies regarding African American religious musical traditions,
spirituals and gospel music dominate the research sphere. In the body of historical music
research, lined-hymn singing is mentioned and acknowledged. Several reports indicate that this
singing style is one of the earliest forms of congregational music practiced by African American
congregations. However, very few comprehensive studies that are solely reflective of this
musical tradition are available.
Despite the amalgamation of standard hymn-singing and the increasingly popular demand
for gospel music, lined-hymn singing is currently more prevalent in many small rural Missionary
Baptist churches than in urban ones. Perhaps this research will expand an understanding of the
origin of the traditions and its symbolism, and promote renewed interest and growth in the use of
this art form and musical expression. Evidence supports that this early form of African American
religious music is significant; but has limited published documentation, and is nearing extinction.
Therefore, there is a need for this study to contribute to the pool of historical research in music
education in providing researchers, musicians, and theologians additional information in the area
of African American musical traditions. Furthermore, it will contribute to the documentation and
preservation of this musical tradition.

8

The Transition of Psalm-Lining to the Development of Lined-Hymn Singing in America
The practice of lining-out psalms began early in the seventeenth century in England and
was followed in the colonies.8 As evidence of psalm-lining in Scotland, Foote mentioned, “John
Playford in the preface to his Whole Book of Psalms (1677), had objected to the late intruding of
the Scotch manner of reading every line by the clerk before it is sung.”9 Tallmadge
acknowledged that this custom was “introduced into England considerably earlier than 1677 as
indicated by the ordinances of Westminster Assembly of Divines (London, 1644).”10 The
ordinances recommended the adoption of the practice in English churches as explained: “That
the whole congregation may join herein, everyone that can read is to have a psalm-book, and all
others, not disabled by age or otherwise, are to be exhorted to learn to read. But for the present,
where many in the congregation cannot read, it is convenient that the minister, or some fit person
appointed by him and the other officers, do read the psalm, line by line, before the singing
thereof.”11 Based on many early writings, it is implied that ‘lining-out’ was used in folk
psalmody in England and Scotland. This tradition likewise was prevalent in New England
because of the high rate of illiteracy among the congregations of European colonists.12 The New
England colonists also faced other challenges due to the omission of printed musical notation in
the Bay Psalm Book.13 Near the end of the seventeenth century, the absence of printed music

8

Henry Wilder Foote, Three Centuries of American Hymnody (Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 1940), 95.
9
Foote, Three Centuries of American Hymnody, 378.
10
William H. Tallmadge, “Dr. Watts and Mahalia Jackson—The Development, Decline,
and Survival of a Folk Style in America,” Ethnomusicology 5, no. 2 (May 1961): 3.
11
Henry Wilder Foote, Three Centuries of American Hymnody (Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 1940), 374.
12 Foote, Three Centuries of American Hymnody (Cambridge: Harvard University Press,
1940), 95.
13
Foote, Three Centuries of American Hymnody (Cambridge: Harvard University Press,
1940), 94-95.
9

mattered very little because of the huge decline of congregants who could read it. As a result,
tunes were transmitted by ear and were subjected to many different variations due to the varied
competency levels of song leaders and their inability to recall precisely.
Over a period of time, the general practice of lining-out had lost favor among white
ministers, theologians and other literate worshipers. Its usage was unsolicited, condemned and
ridiculed by most writers on early American music.14 Analysts writing about the musical
practices in New England at that time described this singing style as too slow, disjointed, and
unintelligible. Such undesirability of this practice can be found in a satirical letter of
considerable length that was signed in the name of Jeoffry Chanticleer:
It is certain, that this way of praising God by Peace-meal, between the Deacon and the
People, who first introduced out of Condescension to ignorant People, who attended the
public Worship…. [But] it ought to be laid aside in New England, since there is not (I
presume) one in a Thousand among us that have not been taught to read….I have but one
thing more to observe, and that is, that the same Person who sets the Tune, and guides the
Congregation in Singing, commonly reads the Psalm, which is a Task so few are capable
of performing well, that in Singing two or three Staves, the Congregation falls from a
cheerful Pitch to downright Grumbling, and then some to relieve themselves mount an
Eighth above the rest, others perhaps a Fourth or Fifth, by which Means the Singing
appears to be rather a confused Noise, made up of Reading, Squeaking and Grumbling,
than a decent and orderly Part of God’s Worship....15
This correspondent was published in the 1724 New England Courant, and exposed, what at the
time, was considered to be defects in the ‘Common Way’16 of psalmody. Furthermore, it
provided the critics of ‘lining-out’ an authoritative backing by which they could cite undisputed

Gilbert Chase, America’s Music: From the Pilgrims to the Present, Rev. 3rd ed.
(Urbana and Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 1987), 25.
14

15

Henry Wilder Foote, Three Centuries of American Hymnody (Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 1940), 377-378.
16 Common way – also referred to as the ‘usual way,’ consisted of congregational
singing rendered by lining-out.
10

masters of song on their side.17 In addition to John Playford’s objection, Watts expressed (thirty
years later), in his preface to his Psalms of David Imitated:
Though the author has done what he could to make the sense complete in every line or
two; yet many inconveniences will always attend this unhappy manner of singing. But
where it cannot be altered, these two things may give some relief. Secondly, let the clerk
read the whole psalm over aloud, before he begins to parcel out the lines; that the people
may have some notion of what they sing, and not be forced to drag on heavily through
eight tedious syllables, without any meaning, until the next line comes to give the sense
of them.18
Around the mid-eighteenth century, many slave owners were concerned about the
possibility of blacks rising up in rebellion. However, the missionaries were more concerned
about them receiving salvation and not being condemned to Hell in light of their beliefs that were
viewed as heathenistic. Many missionaries were zealous in their efforts to developed a platform
to introduce Christianity to the slaves. One method that was found to be especially effective for
this purpose was the teaching and singing of psalms and hymns.19 Based on letters that have been
recorded in the journals of John Wesley, there was evidence of psalmody and hymnody being
introduced to some slaves around the 1750’s by the Rev. Samuel Davies of Virginia. Around this
time (1755), Davies wrote a letter to Rev. John Wesley in London stating the following: “I have
supplied them to the utmost of my ability (with books). They are exceedingly delighted with
Watts’s songs, and I cannot but observe, that the Negroes, above all of the human species I ever
knew, have the nicest ear for music. They have a kind of ecstatic delight in Psalmody; nor are

17

Foote, Three Centuries of American Hymnody, 378.
Foote, Three Centuries of American Hymnody, 378.
19
Gilbert Chase, America’s Music: From the Pilgrims to the Present, Rev. 3rd ed.
(Urbana and Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 1987), 68.
18
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there any books they so soon learn, or take so much pleasure in, as those used in that heavenly
part of divine worship.”20
Another letter from Davies issued a detailed account in his pursuit of equipping the slaves
with psalm and hymn books. Perhaps more significantly, the following quotation reflected
evidence from the writings by Rev. Samuel Davies of an instance in which slaves were permitted
to gain access to psalms and hymns and exercised the singing thereof:
When the books arrived, I gave public notice after sermon, and desired such Negroes as
could read, and such white people as would make good use of them….to come to my house.
For some time after, the poor slaves, whenever they could get an hour’s leisure, hurried
away to me, and received them with all the genuine indication of passionate gratitude. All
the books were very acceptable, but none more so, than the Psalms and Hymns, which
enabled them to gratify their peculiar taste for psalmody. Sundry of them lodged all night
in my kitchen; and sometimes when I have awaked at two or three in the morning, a torrent
of sacred psalmody has poured into my chamber. In this exercise some of them spend the
whole night.21
Chase suggested that they found “delight in Hymns and Spiritual Songs of Dr. Watts
because of their direct appeal to the common feelings of plain people, the ecstatic pleasure in the
surge of communal song, and the sense of spiritual and physical satisfaction at expressing
themselves freely through an innate talent that not even the conditions of slavery could repress.”22
Furthermore, Chase stated that Davies’s word usage of “torrent of sacred psalmody”23 lacked a
detailed description. He indicated that what may have assailed the ears of Davies in his kitchen in
the early morning hours, translated into what the slaves cultivated in their practicing of the ‘Early

Gilbert Chase, America’s Music: From the Pilgrims to the Present (New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1955), 80.
21 Gilbert Chase, America’s Music, 80.
22 Gilbert Chase, America’s Music, 80.
23 Gilbert Chase, America’s Music, 80.
20
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New England Folk Style’ of psalmody and hymnody (which included the practice of ‘lining-out’);
blended with inherited elements of African singing.24
It has been noted that ‘lining-out’ was a popular tradition of early eighteenth-century
psalmody and hymnody. Chase suggested that the reason that ‘lining-out’ was widely accepted so
willingly and held so fervently among the blacks was that it conforms perfectly to the leader-andchorus or call-and-response patterns of African musical practices. 25 “Thus, there was both
assimilation and transformation in the development of a distinctive Afro-American style of
religious singing.”26 Chase asserted that this “adoption by the Negroes in America is a natural
instance of musical syncretism.”27 By mid-eighteenth century, the lined-hymn practice in America
had spread very widely. Hood wrote, “About the year of 1750, the custom of reading the lines had
gained almost universal usage. Yet still, to this day [1846], it [lining-out] prevails over threefourths of the territory of the United States.”28
According to Eileen Southern, a religious movement called the ‘Great Awakening’ (17301740) swept throughout the American colonies with a demand for the use of livelier music in
religious worship services.29 It was this desire for ‘new’ music that led to the development of
hymnody. These new songs (hymns) were now set to religious poetry instead of being set to
scriptural readings. Dr. Isaac Watts, an English nonconformist minister, published a collection of

Gilbert Chase, America’s Music, 81.
Gilbert Chase, America’s Music: From the Pilgrims to the Present, Rev. 3rd ed.
(Urbana and Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 1987), 68.
26 Chase, America’s Music, 69.
27
Gilbert Chase, America’s Music: From the Pilgrims to the Present (New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1955), 81.
28
George Hood, A History of Music in New England, with Biographical Sketches of
Reformers and Psalmists (New York: Johnson Reprint Corp., Reprint 1970), 200.
29
Eileen Southern, The Music of Black Americans: A History, 2nd ed. (New York: W. W.
Norton & Company, 1983), 35.
24
25
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hymns in two books titled Hymns and Spiritual Songs in 1707 and Psalms of David Imitated in the
Language of the New Testament in 1719. The books contained hymns that were “immensely
popular in the colonies, especially among the black folks, because of the freshness and vitality of
the words.”30 Southern stated that the congregants eventually began to neglect the use of psalms,
and deviated to singing hymns especially considering they were set to more lively tunes.31 Jackson
stated that the emergence of the newly formed hymn-singing created what has been historically
called the ‘Era of Watts,’ which spread to various Protestant congregations in the American
colonies.32
When black Protestants were granted some forms of autonomy, and began to withdraw
from white churches to establish their own congregations in the late eighteenth century, they
continued with the lining-out tradition. Sampson stated, “some plantation owners allowed their
enslaved Africans to worship under their watchful eye. Many owners also built praise houses for
the Africans so that they could worship on their own plantations rather than go to other plantations
to worship.” 33 Sampson mentioned that “in some cases, they would allow them to worship
outdoors in what were termed ‘hush arbors.’ These places of worship – both the praise houses and
the hush arbors – akin to shines in Yoruba (West African), allowed a place and space for the
enslaved Africans to worship in their own ways.”34 Sampson stated, “this is where one would see
the singing and dancing that characterized the private worship service.”35 Based on Clark’s 1949
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writings, Sampson further asserted “that this is where ‘ring shouts’ were practiced and was the
beginnings of what we now call the ‘Black Church’36.”37
Researchers such as Bailey,38 and Tallmadge,39 have indicated that although ‘lining-out’
may have been necessary at first due to illiteracy of congregants and the rarity of hymnbooks with
printed musical notation, the practice lingered long past the time it was essential for congregational
singing. Later in America, around the mid-eighteenth century, the lining-out tradition in white
churches faltered and was disfavored in urban places with the development of the singing school,
note reading, and the creation of church choirs. Tallmadge stated that “among white ‘country folk,’
it persisted until the beginning of the nineteenth century; then with the rise of the Gospel hymn
and the lively camp meeting ballad hymn, it with a few exceptions, died out in the country as
well.”40 He documented the writings of Foote which suggest that the custom of lining-out has “now
probably disappeared everywhere from public worship.” 41 In contrast, “it became a stylistic
convention in the ‘black’ churches.” 42 After receiving autonomy in the establishment of black
churches, Wendell Whalum stated that black Methodists and Baptists embraced this style of
singing around 1875.43 Black renditions of the lined-hymns became something distinctly different
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from what was heard in the white churches, from which the blacks had departed. Jackson pointed
out that although this singing practice was still patterned after the lining-out style of England, “it
was vastly different once the meters and rhythms had been changed.”44 He affirmed that this style
of congregational singing was maintained like the spirituals had been, in which the text was
retained. 45 Bailey interjected that “this is the most tenable explanation to be offered for the
persistence of the lined-hymn practice in contemporary black churches. The lined-hymn in the
present-day black church represents the fusion of two musical cultures—the African and the
European.”46
Organization of the Dissertation
In understanding the scope of this research, Chapter II presents a review of literature on
the historical background, performance attributes, and musical characteristics of the lining-out
singing tradition as practiced in the setting of congregational worship. Chapter III focuses on the
methods used to collect, analyze, and transcribe the information ascertained from field research
conducted within the studied area. Chapter IV explores the findings of the research on
descriptions and field observations of collated data. Chapter V discusses other considerations and
critical influences relating to the lined-hymn singing tradition. It includes a discussion on the
cultural belief systems of early twentieth-century African American Protestant congregations,
and shows how it parallels to current or former belief systems of Baptist churches located in the
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Mississippi Delta region where this tradition is maintained. It also provides a summary of results,
and lists recommendations for future research.
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CHAPTER II:
REVIEW OF THE RELATED LITERATURE
Introduction
Researchers (Foote, 1940; Chase, 1955; Tallmadge, 1961; Williams, 1973; Bailey, 1978;
Smith, 1987; and Sampson, 2015) have examined the lining-out tradition that migrated from
Europe to America. Its existence in congregational worship dates back to the seventeenth
century. In England, and at the time of the “First Great Awakening” during the pre-Colonial
period, there was an aspiration for livelier music in religious worship and text to express the
religious feelings of the people. Underscoring this principle, a reformer in England, Isaac Watts,
began to write new music that fostered the transition from psalmody to hymnody. Watts and later
contemporary writers, such as John Wesley and Charles Wesley, wrote several hymns that
pervaded religious worship music of the American colonies. Due to the lack of education and
illiteracy during the pre-Colonial period, hymn-lining was used as a medium to teach the songs
and engage participants in corporate worship.
Several dissertations were found to be of major significance to the present study.
Additionally, information from books, journals and other sources pertinent to the study are
discussed in this chapter. The literature review focuses on five specific areas: a) scholarly
writings on historical background information, b) transitional changes of congregational singing,
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and influences, c) longevity and prevalence of lining-out, d) observations on performance
practices, and e) musical analysis findings.
The Lining-Out Tradition as Developed in America
Psalmody and Hymnody
In “Hymns of Love and Praise: A Brief History of Music in the American Congregational
Churches,”47 Stackhouse provides an historical record that explained the shift of psalmody to the
rise of hymnody in America. She discusses the influence that psalmody had on early churches
within the New England colony area, and also affirms how the Puritans, Pilgrims, and their
descendants inherited John Calvin’s insistence that psalms were the only appropriate music for
worship. The Bay Psalm Book was the first significant book to be printed in the English colonies
of North America.48 Stackhouse asserts that by the time this book began to circulate widely, “the
quality of congregational singing of psalms in worship had already begun to degenerate.”49 It is
believed that the first settlers, especially the Pilgrims, were trained on how to sing and they knew
how to read musical notation. However, education was not strongly encouraged or widely
available in the colonies due to frontier development. According to Stackhouse, worship in New
England became increasingly centered on the ‘preached Word,’ and less emphasis was placed on
the singing. Only a few people of the congregation were able to read music or own tune books,
which led to fewer knowing how to sing with others. In following the Calvinist tradition,
churches remained largely absent of instruments until the nineteenth century. As a result, there

Stackhouse, Rochelle A. “Hymns of Love and Praise: A Brief History of Music in the
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were no instruments to keep the congregation in either tempo or key. Stackhouse noted Cotton
Mather stating, “if instrumental music is admitted in worship, then dancing will be allowed as
well and a whole rabble of church officers [presumably organists and choir directors] will be
needed.”50 To mitigate what may have been perceived as challenges, Stackhouse believes that
the practice of lining the psalms was proven to be beneficial to remedy the problems with
congregational singing. Although lining-out was helpful, it later began to subside in usage due to
the congregation’s inability to get the sense of words after repeating lines of long psalms. Adding
to this problem, she points out that the precentor mixed up tunes, and pitched notes too low or
too high. The clergy found themselves unhappy with this mode of singing, and sought a
change.51
At this time, Isaac Watts entered the scene in England with a new book of the Psalms
that included some original hymns, and singing in worship for congregation underwent a
revolution. In discussing the rise of hymnody, Jonathan Edwards became displeased to return to
his parish in 1742 from a journey to later find his congregation switching to singing the Watts’s
hymns: “and sang nothing else, and neglected the Psalms wholly.”52 He wrote that he, “disliked
not their making some use of the hymns; but did not like their setting aside of the Psalms.”53 As
Edwards found this situation to be disappointing, he issued a compromise that included both the
Psalms and Watts’s hymns, as he designated which type would be sung for the three worship
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services on the Sabbath.54 Stackhouse poses the question, “What was it about the hymns of Watts
that so engaged these New England Calvinists?”55 She argues that part of the attraction was one
of the theological concepts that resulted from the Great Awakening, that encouraged people to
express their emotions in worship. Watts’s paraphrased psalms and his original hymns both
reflected this notion. The tenor of the First Great Awakening, and the increasingly popularity of
the Watts’s hymns helped lead to the transition from psalmody to hymnody that revolutionized
congregational church music in the American colonies.56
“Cotton Mather Brings Isaac Watts’s Hymns to America; or, How to Perform a Hymn
without Singing It”57 is an article written by Phillips that explored Mather’s diary notes after he
received a collection of hymns from Isaac Watts himself. Phillips noted that Watts was the
second most printed author in America—second only to Cotton Mather.58 Phillips asserts that “as
a minister, theologian, and liturgical reformer, Watts saw America as a new space for building
the dissenting church.”59 One of the most influential contributions that Watts made to that effort
was his “System of Praise:” his book of hymns, and his paraphrases of the Psalms, which were
bound together in Calvinist churches from the 1740s in both England and continental America.
Considering the parishioners’ low rates of literacy and book ownership, the method of ‘lining
out’ was widely adopted. This method consisted of a clerk or precentor reading out or singing the
psalm and the congregation then singing it back. Phillips suggested that this style afforded
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everyone the opportunity to participate in the experience of singing the psalms regardless of his
or her level of literacy. In the early seventeenth century, Plymouth separatists, Puritans, and other
Calvinist groups carried the practice across the Atlantic to the American colonies.60
Transitional Changes and Influences on Congregational Singing
Around the 1720s, there was controversy centered around liturgical issues concerning
congregational singing.61 Among Anglo-Saxon congregations, there was a generational shift in
favor of the ‘regular singing party’62 who advocated for psalms and hymns that could be sung by
the entire congregation without the need of a precentor, as opposed to the ‘usual singing party’63
who wanted to keep lining-out as the norm.64 Among the congregants who supported ‘regular
singing’ or ‘singing by note,’ they became displeased with the unevenness and varying
capabilities in reading and singing, along with the time it took to perform the psalms by liningout. Therefore, a group of New England clergymen advocated for a print-based system that
included lyrics and musical notation to enhance the aesthetic experience of the congregation.65
Phillips stated that “this new form of singing, which would be led by choirs and (in some cases)
organs, placed musical literacy more firmly at the center of liturgical practice.”66 67 It should be
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noted that “Clergy were nearly the sole advocates for regular singing, while resistance came
mainly from laypeople, who found the new approach not only too innovative but also dismissive
of their own personal engagement with the words and music of sung worship.”68
In spite of the protests between those who supported the ‘regular singing party’ and
‘usual singing party,’ lining-out began to fade in usage due to a combination of three influences
which undermined it.69 The first was the introduction of Watts’ Psalms and Hymns, at the time of
the First Great Awakening, which consisted of an outburst of popular singing. The second was
the gradual introduction of new tunes from England produced in the eighteenth century. Foote
stated that “the old psalm tunes of the sixteenth or early seventeenth century, that the Puritans
drew from Sternhold and Hopkins, and from Ravenscroft’s Psalter, which had once been sung
with vigor and at reasonable speed, had become flattened with usage into wearisome and
dragging measures which had lost all their freshness and vitality.”70 71 Foote alluded that when
the new tunes of the period of Handel became known, they had the advantage of being new
flowing, and singable. It was believed that the melodies, especially those known as fugue72 tunes,
were not conducive to lining-out. The third influence was the introduction of choirs into the
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churches between the 1760s and 1780s.73 Oscar Thompson stated, “It was not until the middle of
the eighteenth century that choir singing began to take the place of crude congregational psalm
singing, and there vanished the custom of ‘lining-out’ the psalms and hymns, which had its
foundation in a scarcity of books; the ‘lining’ consisting of the reading of the text to be sung, line
by line, by the minister or the deacon, while the congregation paused in its singing at the end of
each phrase, sufficiently long to allow this piece-meal recitation.”74 The writings of Foote
indicate that the custom of lining out had “practically disappeared from the New England
churches before 1800, but it lasted much later in other parts of the country.”75
Lining-Out Inherited by the African American Community
George P. Jackson recorded that the ‘Negroes’ continued the lining-out style for “perhaps
a full century after the last vestiges of it had disappeared from the white man’s churches.”76
Chase revealed the notes of Carleton Sprague Smith who wrote in the year 1958 a private
correspondence that stated “he did not know any white groups in America that continued to sing
in slow surge-style.”77 Based on the writings of Chase, Tallmadge added that there was a
continuation of this practice among Negroes. He also suggested that lined-hymn singing
conformed perfectly to the leader-and-chorus or call-and-response characteristics of African
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songs.78 Tallmadge concurred with Chase’s position that “its adoption by the Negroes in
America is a natural instance of musical syncretism.”79 The writings of W. E. B. Dubois noted
the following: “that plaintive rhythmic melody, with its touching minor cadences…sprung from
the African forests where its counterpart can still be heard, adapted, changed, and intensified by
the tragic soul-life of the slave, until, under the stress of law and whip, it became the one true
expression of a people’s sorrow, despair, and hope.”80
Sampson’s article “Hymn Lining: A Black Church Tradition with Roots in Europe”81 was
an investigation of singing in the oral tradition. She highlighted Charles Joyner, a historian, that
provided a description of the religious life of enslaved Africans in the South Carolina town of All
Saints Parish in his book, Down by the Riverside. This ethnographic research captured the
remembrances of ex-slaves, and their memoirs from the plantation owners of the era. Sampson
stated that Parson Alexander Glennie started a mission to the slaves in 1832. She described how
Glennie visited every two weeks to preach the gospel to the community that included slaves and
slave owners. This ‘gospel’ was favored by the slave owners, hoping that it would make the
slaves more compliant and least likely to run away or rebel. Sampson asserted that Parson82
Glennie preached to the white slave owners, but modified his delivery of message when speaking
to the black congregants. This was done to be relatable and to respond to the West African
retained modalities of the slaves. “A religious service was not a relationship between a performer
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and an audience, but a mutual performance. Just as songs were characterized by the strong calland-response antiphony of West African music, prayers and sermons were punctuated by
congregational responses.”83 Sampson stated that Pastor Glennie taught his congregants the
hymns of the church. It is believed that some of the congregants could read, but since all could
not, he ‘lined-out’ hymns for his black congregants. “He would read two lines of a hymn & then
they would all sing, and the singing would continue in this manner.”84 She explained that
although “Joyner’s book showed one example of how hymn-lining was introduced, that is clear
from his writings that this practice was brought to the newly formed black church from AngloSaxon missionaries that were allowed to evangelize the slaves.”85
Lined-Hymn Singing in the African American Church & Other Influences
Origins of the music of the black church took its form from the music and rhythms of
Africa; combined with the stories of sorrows sung by slaves as they worked.86 Sampson stated
that this music eventually encompassed, “spirituals, gospel, and later influenced blues, jazz and
many other forms of American music.”87 As it was relative to musical culture in the black
American heritage, Smith maintained that lined-hymn singing did not exist as an isolated
phenomenon.88 He argued that it related to later genres and performances styles such as gospel
music where characteristic vocal inflections and added ornamentations persist. Sampson
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conducted interviews including a deacon and pastor from two Baptist churches in Rochester,
NY. She recorded Rev. Douglas Smith of the Emmanuel Baptist Church stating:
…many of the songs became code among the slaves to conceal their activities or feelings
from the slave master… During slavery times, there was a lot of things that people could
not say in words, but at the same time could sing it. And everybody in the field
understood what the person was saying but the boss-master didn’t. [It was] just singing to
him. They weren’t talking to him, but they were talking to God… “I must tell Jesus.” Or
“There’s Gonna Be a Better Day.” These songs became very relevant in the church at the
time…. There has always been a connection to the church and the world when it comes to
music.89
Tallmadge90 and Bailey91 stated that lined-hymn singing was descriptively referred to as
‘surge-singing.’92 In the black church, the hymns themselves were often called ‘Dr. Watts’
because many of the texts, though not all, were taken from the hymns of Isaac Watts. Tallmadge
stated that this style, as practiced by African Americans, was called ‘long-meter’ and ‘Dr.
Watts.’93 Bailey credited the longevity of the lined-hymns in the ‘black church’ to changes made
in the manner of rendition. He stated that, “black renditions of the hymn became something
distinctively different from what was heard in the white churches from which the blacks had
departed.”94 The lined-hymns were ‘blackened’ which incorporated musical and other stylistic
elements of Africanism blended with Afro-Americans. This syncretism made the music more
relatable and suited for the preferences of many African American congregants. Whalum
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asserted that the design and modal form of this style of singing is attributed to African American
Baptists.95 Whalum intimated the following:
The Black Methodists and Baptists endorsed Watts’ hymns, but the Baptists ‘blackened’
them. They virtually threw out the meter signature and rhythm and before 1875 had
begun a new system which, though based on the style of singing coming from England to
America in the eighteenth century, was drastically different from it. It was congregational
singing much like the spiritual had been in which the text was retained.96

Sampson noted that lined-hymn singing originated in Europe. She reiterated that the tune
of the lined-hymns that were sung by African Americans were distinct from the versions sung by
their white counterparts.97 In keeping with this distinction, Sampson’s research traced the black
style of lined-hymn singing to that of the Gaelic community that resulted from the Psalm singing
tradition that originated or began during the Reformation period of the sixteenth century (when
Protestantism was brought to Scotland). The article also pointed out that this time period was
when most Bibles were being published in English, allowing the Gaelic-speaking Scots to be
aided in their understanding of the Bible by using songs in their worship services. It was revealed
that the Scottish tradition of metrical psalmody involved singing the verses of the Psalms to
repeated regular melodies.98 Tavener validated the Scottish and psalmody association by
showing how in 1561, Mary Queen of Scots noted on her arrival from France, that her subjects
“unskillfully sang the Psalms, yet with much passion.”99
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As in America, it is noted that the practice of lining-out in Scotland was started to help
illiterate congregants in their participation of congregational singing. However, when this
practice was adopted by the Gaelic-speaking congregants, the music changed from being
diatonic based, as brought to them by the Reformers, to one that was pentatonic based.100 Based
on the writings of Tavener, Sampson also mentioned that the addition of the Celtic tradition was
most distinctive with the “ornamentation with grace notes and fluid, improvised decorative
figures common in traditional music, became common.”101 She believed that “this was made
even more distinctive by being sung in the Gaelic language.”102 Sampson acknowledged that the
distinctive Gaelic sound of hymn-lining comes the closest of any other lined-hymn singing style
in comparison to what is heard within churches in the African American community.
Descriptive Studies on Lined-Hymn Singing in African American Churches
“Preservation of the Oral Tradition of Singing Hymns in Negro Religious Music,”103 is an
investigation conducted by Robert Williams on the oral tradition of hymn singing in selected
black churches of Florida and northern Georgia. Williams’s purpose of the study was to present
in western musical notation, hymns sung by the oral tradition in Negro religious music for use in
worship, music education, and for documentation purposes. The investigator aimed to preserve
as much as possible the musical integrity of the tradition.104
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Performance Practice
Williams stated that the hymn was typically lined by a deacon, minister, or some other
designated person. William’s findings indicated that hymns were lined in any of the following
ways: 1) the entire hymn may be read, raised, and sung; or 2) the first stanza may be read, raised,
and sung; or 3) each two lines of a stanza may be read, raised, and sung. He noted that all
congregations that were observed stood during the singing of the last stanza of the lined hymn.
Musical Analysis and Other Findings
Williams suggested that the preservation of the lined-hymn tradition would be enhanced
with the application of the western notation system used to transcribe this oral tradition. He
conducted field research that specifically tape-recorded, notated, and analyzed melodies of linedhymns with emphasis on: 1) melodic lines common to each meter, 2) use of harmony, common
chords, and characteristic intervals, and 3) the appropriateness of using time signature and barlines in transcription procedures. Williams conducted interviews with older persons who lived at
the time when lined- hymns were widely used. Conclusions from this study suggest the
following: 1) lined-hymn singing was commonly performed in black Baptist, Methodist and
Holiness churches, 2) short meter hymns were most frequently performed, followed by common
meter, and short particular meter (Williams observed no examples of long meter hymns.), and 3)
common meter appeared to be among the favorite of the oral tradition. Furthermore, Williams’s
study revealed that the lined-hymn melodies were most often based on minor tonalities with the
minor third interval being the most prevalent. The tempo of the hymns was determined by the
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melodic structure, and the rhythm was determined by the words of the text and by the meter in
which the hymn was sung.105
Considering that hymn writers during the pre-Colonial period only wrote lyrics with no
melodies, a system of tunes was devised to fit a variety of poetic meters. Each meter contains a
specific number of syllables per line and the number of lines per stanza. The various hymn meter
types and examples are as follows:
common meter – A stanza of four lines with eight syllables in the first and third lines and
six syllables in the second and fourth lines.
Example:

I love the Lord, He heard my cry
And pitied every groan
Long as I live, while troubles rise
I’ll hasten to His throne.

short meter – A stanza of four lines with six syllables in the first, second, and fourth lines,
and eight syllables in the third line.
Example:

A charge to keep I have,
A God to glorify;
Who gave His Son my soul to save,
And fit it for the sky.

long meter – A stanza of four lines containing eight syllables in each line.
Examples:

Jesus, the sinner’s Friend, to thee,
Lost and undone, for aid I flee,
Weary of earth, myself and sin:
Open Thine arms, and take me in.
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particular meter – A stanza with four or more lines alternating eight and seven syllables
or some variation of that, for each line.
short particular meter – A six-line stanza of which the first, second, fourth and fifth lines
are iambic trimeter, and the third and sixth lines are iambic tetrameter (6/6/8/6/6/8).
William Crowder conducted an investigation entitled, “A Study of Lined Hymn-Singing
in Selected Black Churches of North and South Carolina.”106 He examined how lined-hymn
singing was performed in the geographical area known as Piedmont in North and South Carolina.
The researcher identified a region where lined-hymn singing was prevalent, and a random
sample was drawn from a population of Baptist and Methodist churches. Examples of hymns
were tape-recorded and melodies were notated and analyzed for their musical structure. The
researcher also collected data relative to performance practice from interviews with song leaders
that he conducted.107
Performance Practice
At each church visited by Crowder, he found that the hymns were ‘lined’ either by the
minister, a deacon, or a designated song leader in the choir. He observed that only four song
leaders were female with the vast majority being male. The reasons for the imbalance was
explained by some informants as women’s voices not being strong enough to lead congregational

William Stinson Crowder, “A Study of Lined Hymn-singing in Selected Black
Churches of North and South Carolina” (PhD diss., University of North Carolina at Greensboro,
1979), 1.
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Crowder, “A Study of Lined-Hymn singing,” 1.
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singing, while other informants attributed it to tradition. The informants further stated that the
lined-hymns were always led by deacons or ministers, who by tradition, have been men.108
Crowder reported that the lined-hymns were performed very slowly. Some performances
of the hymns were animated with accompanying handclapping, foot-stomping, and body
movements. It was also customary in most performances to hear three or more repetitions of the
last two lines of the final stanza. The manner of performance of the hymns in various churches
differed in the following ways: 1) some song leaders recited the words of the entire hymn before
singing while others recited only the two lines that were to be sung immediately by the
congregation; 2) some song leaders recited the words of the text while others performed the
lining in a semi-melodic chant; and 3) some song leaders delivered the lining in a dramatic
emotional manner. Crowder also noted that in all the churches that were observed, the
congregation stood while singing the last stanza. Responses from the song leaders in their
interviews, indicated that this was a tradition and represented a physical act of worshiping and
praising God.109
Musical Analysis and Other Findings
In Crowder’s study, twenty-six hymns were recorded, transcribed, and analyzed. He
found that a majority of the melodies were based on the pentatonic scale and were constructed
from what was labeled ‘second or third mode’ of the scale. The analysis showed that melodies
were contained within a melodic range of a minor tenth. The most frequent melodic intervals
were the major and minor third. He affirmed that Common meter was most frequently used over
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Crowder, “A Study of Lined-Hymn singing,” 67.
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the other meter types. This observation was based on a sample which included seventeen
Common Meter hymns out of a total of twenty-six. It was concluded that Short Particular Meter
and Long Meter hymns were less often performed. His analysis further revealed how the hymns
that illustrated melodic similarities differed in details of improvisation and embellishment.110
According to Crowder, some researchers have concurred that lined-hymn singing was
historically performed without instrumental accompaniment.
Carl H. Smith’s, “The Lined Hymn Tradition in Selected Black Churches of Eastern
Kentucky,”111 examined the musical tradition of lined-hymn singing as it existed in the eastern
Kentucky region in 1987. His goal was to identify churches within the region that maintained the
tradition as a part of the regular worship service. Upon completion of an investigation, the linedhymn tradition was found to exist among the black populace in the areas of Knott and Perry
counties. The larger sampling of hymns was recorded at Little Home Baptist Church in Red Fox,
Kentucky where the lined hymns were performed exclusively. Other samples of lined-hymn
singing were recorded at Mt. Pilgrim Baptist Church located in Hazard, Kentucky. At this
church, Smith found that the hymns were generally performed during devotional services, and
also at the request of the Pastor. There were two churches (located approximately thirty miles
from each other) identified as sources where lined-hymn singing was most prevalent. Smith
visited the two churches on several occasions and recorded the performances of several different
lined-hymns. Smith mentioned that the lined-hymn tradition in eastern Kentucky was “often
referred to as ‘Old Dr. Watts Hymns’ or the ‘Old Hymns.’ ”112 He stated that the popularity or

Crowder, “A Study of Lined Hymn-singing,” 75-77.
Carl Henry Smith, “The Lined Hymn Tradition in Selected Black Churches of
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the continuance of this musical tradition had waned in most black churches in America.
However, Smith affirmed that lined-hymn singing “still maintains a strong religious influence
among older church members.”113 He found that this tradition was quite vivid in the memory of
long-standing Baptists in this region. The people that he interviewed recalled the titles of several
hymns and names of past song leaders with little difficulty. Smith recorded, transcribed and
analyzed the performance of twenty-four hymns that were sung in the ‘lined-out’ tradition in the
two churches selected for the study.
Performance Practice
Smith did not summarize the performance practice procedures as observed during the
singing of the lined hymns. There was no attempt to collectively analyze the results, list
procedures, and/or correlations of the hymn sources. However, the investigator discussed
performance characteristics for each lined hymn performed per each field research source. In
reviewing the written descriptions, the majority of the hymns were ‘lined’ in the followings
ways: 1) for all four phrases, the song leader sang the entire phrase or the first few notes and
subsequently was joined by the congregational response; and 2) the first two phrases were sung
by the congregation. The last two phrases were lined-out by the leader and responded to by the
congregation successively.114 Smith also noted that singing of the lined hymns would sometimes
be “accompanied by congregational foot-stomping and bodily movements such as swaying of the
head or upper body.”115
Musical Analysis and Other Findings

Smith, “The Lined Hymn Tradition,” 16.
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Smith’s report showed that the most frequently performed meter type of the lined hymns
was Common Meter. There was a total of thirteen Common Meter hymns, eight Particular
Meter, two Short Meter and one Long Meter hymn. An analysis of tonal centers revealed no
apparent preference for specific key areas, which varied considerably. However, slight
alterations of the tonal center were observed during highly emotional moments of worship. The
pentatonic scale was the basis for a majority of the hymns, that are constructed on the major and
minor third, and the perfect fourth intervals. Melodies were contained within the ranges of a
perfect fifth to a perfect eleventh. Most melodies were grouped into four phrases that were either
identical, or different, or modified. It was concluded that the congregation of one of the
churches, Little Home Baptist Church, was familiar with several melodies used for lined-hymn
singing. Of the twenty-four hymns that were recorded, only six melodies were found to be
duplicated. The texture of the lined-hymn singing was basically monophonic with occasional
harmony being produced at the third, fourth, or fifth intervals below and above the melodic line.
Smith asserted that heterophony was frequently produced during the congregational response.116
Conceptual Framework
Stackhouse, Phillips, Sampson, Tallmadge, Chase and Foote all provided historical
accounts of documented information on the practice of lining-out as used with psalmody and
hymnody for congregational singing in America. Their studies traced origins of the influences of
the ‘lining-out’ and ‘call and response’ singing practices as developed in regions of West Africa,
Europe, and colonial America. The descriptive and archival information gathered from their
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books, journals, and articles contributed to the current study by contextualizing and shaping the
premise of how and why the ‘Dr. Watts’ lined-hymn tradition was created.
Williams, Crowder, Bailey, and Smith’s studies, all provided information about linedhymn singing in rural black churches in the following southern states: North & South Carolina,
Mississippi, Kentucky, Florida and Georgia. They presented detailed accounts of techniques
utilized in lining, raising, and singing hymns from approximately a half century ago that were
used to compare findings to the practices of lined-hymn singing to the present time. The previous
studies collectively provided methods to acquire field research data collection including
interview, audio recording, and observation. Smith’s117 dissertation outlined a list of research
procedures, and elements of analysis that were adapted in conducting the current study.
Sources cited in this chapter collectively formed an informational framework upon which
the present study was partly based. The articles, books, journals, and dissertation studies
provided information on the following: 1) the transitional shift of psalmody to hymnody, 2) the
development of lined-hymn singing, 3) documentation of evidence on performance practices of
the lined-hymn singing tradition in African American churches, and 4) an analysis of stylistic
and compositional features of some lined-hymns. The sources provided a descriptive account
that contributed to the present study contextually and/or comparatively.

Carl Henry Smith, “The Lined Hymn Tradition in Selected Black Churches of
Eastern Kentucky.” PhD diss., University of Pittsburg, 1987), 74.
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CHAPTER III:
METHODS AND PROCEDURES
Research Setting and Population

Mississippi is ranked fourth in the nation as the state with the highest rural population
(50.65%) according to the 2010 U.S. Census.118 The setting for this study is within the northern
region of the state of Mississippi. Designated as the “cradle of American culture,” the
northwestern section of Mississippi, otherwise referred to as the Mississippi Delta, is known as
the “land where Blues began, Rock & Roll was created, and were Gospel remains a vibrant
art.”119 The landscape of Mississippi is predominantly agricultural. It is a southern state that had
struggles of the Civil War and participated in the cultural revolution of the Civil Rights’
Movement. The Mississippi Delta region is a musical ‘melting pot’ and a land of rich religious,
artistic, and literary heritage.120

Mound Bayou in Bolivar County, Clarksdale and Lyon in Coahoma County, and Lambert
in Quitman County are cities located in the northern Mississippi Delta. Within these three
counties, preliminary surveying revealed that lined-hymn singing was found most prevalent
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within the Missionary Baptist churches. Mount Olive M. B. Church of Mound Bayou, Liberty M.
B. Church of Lyon, and New Mount Zion M. B. Church of Lambert were three churches selected
for this study. All congregations within the selected churches are comprised of people of African
American decent. Reflective of the population of the city of Mound Bayou, the congregational
demographic of Mount Olive M. B. Church was predominantly African American. The
membership of Mt. Zion M. B. Church is similarly reflective of the racial composition of the
city of Mound Bayou. In contrast, the congregants fellowshipping at Liberty M. B. Church,
reflect an inverse proportion of racial heritage in that the city population is predominantly
Caucasian American. While all congregations are comprised of African Americans, the members
of Liberty M. B. Church also travel from within the boundaries of the neighboring city of
Clarksdale.

Selection Site

Many African American Baptist churches in the northern Mississippi Delta region are
noted for maintaining the tradition of singing the ‘Dr. Watts Hymns.’ In an attempt to ascertain a
quality rendition of the lined-hymns, the investigator sought to find Baptist churches that had
strong reputations of actively performing these hymns regularly in their worship services. The
churches in this study were selected based on the familiarity of the investigator to the area and
their congregants. This is partly because he served as musician at Mount Olive M. B. Church and
Liberty M. B. Church. The officiating pastor of the Mt. Zion M. B. Church is the retired band
director at the investigator’s current place of employment. Considering the familiarity of the
musical traditions of these churches and access to primary sources within the congregations, the
investigator through non-random purposive sampling selected these churches for the purpose of
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this study. The three churches were selected with one church representing each county for this
comparative study.

Population Selection

Interviewees were selected based on recommendations by pastors, church leaders, and
musicians. The individuals were informed of the purpose of the study and were advised that
information given by them would be recorded. Written permission to use information from their
interviews was also obtained. Their participation was voluntarily procured, and no monetary
donations or other incentives were given to or solicited by the participants either in kind or
intent. The investigator applied for and received Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval from
the University of Mississippi to conduct the research. All participants interviewed in this study
were above 18 years of age. Threats to internal validity based on history were mitigated by
corroborated information provided by other participants in the study at the other churches.

Data Collection Method
The research data was ascertained from audio and video recordings of lined-hymn
performances and interviews involving the investigator and informants. The Apple iPhone XS
Max voice recorder and camera was used as the recording device. Other descriptive observations
in regards to performance-practice were obtained using handwritten notes. All lined-hymn
performances were recorded during regular Sunday morning worship services at the churches
used in this study. Oral information was documented from interviews with pastors, deacon
ministry members (male leadership of the church), mother ministry members (deacons’ wives or
women elders of the church), and other singers of the respective churches. Through a qualitative
analysis of all data collected, a consensus was determined between the researcher and academic
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advisor on how to collect and interpret the data used in this study. The researcher utilized
methods of direct and indirect participation while conducting this field research.

Procedures for Data Collection
The research procedures below were adapted from Smith.121 The investigator completed
the following:

1. Held conference calls within three counties in northern Mississippi for the purpose of
identifying churches where lined-hymn singing was practiced.
2. Selected three churches within three adjoining counties.
3. Developed interview questions from which data was ascertained from informants. (To
view the interview questions, see Appendix E).
4. Received references from ministers, church members and musicians in an effort to
identify prominent song leaders of the lined-hymn tradition.
5. Explained the purpose of the study to the interviewees and obtained written permission
for their participation.
6. Scheduled interviews with the interviewees by telephone.
7. Visited the selected churches for the purpose of attending worship services where linedhymn singing was performed.
8. Recorded and observed the performances of the lined-hymns

Carl Henry Smith, “The Lined Hymn Tradition in Selected Black Churches of Eastern
Kentucky.” PhD diss., University of Pittsburg, 1987), 74-75.
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9. Selected three hymns from a total of four songs that were recorded from the church
services.
10. Transcribed the audio recordings of the performances of the selected lined-hymns into a
music score
11. Developed an analysis design that consisted of tables, figures, and elements used to
analyze the musical/performance details of the three hymns (ex. Hymn Type, Tonal
Center, Melodic Range of Performance with Octave Doubling, Form, Syllabic &
Melismatic Details, Scale & Melodic Contour, Ornamentation Types, Tempo).
12. Prepared a report of findings from data of other information collected during the field
research.

Preservation & Archiving

Electronic devices such as an Apple iPad, and iPhone were utilized to record audio and
video footage of the lined-hymn singing in the studied area. Finale 2018 (version v26), a music
notation software program, was used to transcribe the melodies of the lined hymns. A Blue-Ray
digitized file was created to preserve the recordings that were collected in this study. An
electronic copy of this dissertation will be published in the ProQuest database for historical
archiving for musicians, music researchers, theologians, and other scholars who are studying
sacred musical practices.

Lined-Hymn Selections
The three hymns, “I Love the Lord, He Heard My Cry,” “Must Jesus Bear the Cross
Alone,” and “Father I Stretch My Hand to Thee,” presented in this study are considered by the
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researcher most familiar and frequently performed in the studied area. This study focused on an
analysis of information obtained from interviews and recordings with regard to the ‘Dr. Watts’
lined-hymn singing tradition and its performance practice. The hymns were recorded for audio
and video evidence to compare the musical characteristics and performances of the three selected
churches. An examination of the difference and/or similarities in melodic lines, ornamentation,
syllabic and melisma details, tempo, phrasing, medium, and performance practices of the
selected lined-hymns was included.

Transcription Process of Musical Audio Recordings of the Lined Hymns

The audio transcription process of the lined-hymns was notated using Finale music
notation software. The investigator transcribed the audio recordings of the three hymns that were
performed at the selected churches used in this study. A minimum of two recordings of each
song at each church was recorded to garner a level of clarity, accuracy, and reliability. In
transcribing the melodies, the investigator listened to the audio repeatedly, sang back the melodic
lines, and utilized the piano to check for pitch accuracy along with identification of the key areas.
In considering the improvisational and unmetered nature of lined-hymn singing, the rhythms
were transcribed to show the melodic contour without strict metronomic conformity. However,
an attempt was made to notate the hymns in an approximation of the true performance rendered.
No particular lined-hymn is likely to be sung in the exact manner on two successive occasions
because of the freedom and spontaneity by which these songs are performed.

The transcriptions contain bar-lines to indicate phrase groupings and points of
accentuated stress in the melodic line. The three lined-hymns were grouped in a compound meter
that was suitable of depicting all notes within the phrase structure of the melodic line. Rests may
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appear in unusual areas due to unmetered renderings and metrical limitations of the music
software program used for the transcription (see Figure 3-5).

Method of Analysis

In order to systematically describe and analyze the various elements of the lined hymns,
some categories were adapted from parts of Smith’s122 and Crowder’s123 template. The elements
of analysis presented, paralleled a variation of some components presented in their studies.
Considering that this study was aimed to show comparative findings, other specific templates
were also developed for presentation (see Tables 2-5 and Figures 1-3).

Elements for Observational Analysis
Hymn type – Hymns are classified according to meter by the number of syllables in each line.
Descriptions and examples of the various meters are provided by Lovelace: 124
Common Meter – A stanza of four lines with eight syllables in the first and third lines
and six syllables in the second and fourth lines.
Example:

I love the Lord, He heard my cry
And pitied every groan
Long as I live, while troubles rise
I’ll hasten to His throne.

Carl Henry Smith, “The Lined Hymn Tradition in Selected Black Churches of
Eastern Kentucky.” PhD diss., University of Pittsburg, 1987).
123 William Stinson Crowder, “A Study of Lined Hymn-singing in Selected Black
Churches of North and South Carolina” (PhD diss., University of North Carolina at Greensboro,
1979).
124 Austin C. Lovelace, The Anatomy of Hymnody (Chicago: G. I. A. Publications, Inc.,
1965), 25-36.
122
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Short Meter – A stanza of four lines with six syllables in the first, second, and fourth
lines, and eight syllables in the third line.
Example:

A charge to keep I have,
A God to glorify;
Who gave His Son my soul to save,
And fit it for the sky.

Long Meter – A stanza of four lines containing eight syllables in each line.
Examples:

Jesus, the sinner’s Friend, to thee,
Lost and undone, for aid I flee,
Weary of earth, myself and sin:
Open Thine arms, and take me in.

Particular Meter – A stanza with four or more lines alternating eight and seven syllables
or some variation of that, for each line.
Short Particular Meter – A six-line stanza of which the first, second, fourth and fifth lines
are iambic trimeter, and the third and sixth lines are iambic tetrameter (6/6/8/6/6/8).
Tonal center – Examined the key or tonic pitch to determine relativity of the key areas used
between the churches studied in their performances of the lined-hymns.
Texture – Identified the treatment of the melodic line which also consisted of octave doubling.
Ex:

monophonic- Consist of a single melodic line.
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polyphonic – Consist of more than one melodic line sounding simultaneously that are not
directly aligned with each other.
homophonic – Consist of more than one melodic line sounding simultaneously that are
directly aligned with each other.
heterophonic – When multiple voices sing a single melodic line slightly differently due to
incidental ornamentations and/or improvisations.
Melodic Range – Examined the distance between the highest and lowest notes found within the
melodic lines.
Rhythm – Described the flow and intensity of the melodic line in performance.
Syllabic & Melisma Details – Examined the number of syllables and melismatic details within
the textual phrases per the renditions performed by each church.
Scales – In this study, melodies of the hymns were based on the five tone (pentatonic) scale or
the seven tone diatonic major scale.
Melodic Contour – Identified the movement of the melodic line in relations to: a directional
approach either ascending or descending, stepwise or skip motion, succession of pitches,
and characteristic intervals.
Ornamentation – Described the type of embellishments, and identified the movement of
flourishes in succession within the melodic line.
Tempo – Specified the rate or speed of the beat of the performance.
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Form – Identified by the metrical organization of each line (phrase). A line, or textual phrase is
delineated with usage of bar lines.
Performance Practice and Procedures – In this study, included the following: lining procedure,
observational descriptions, and other aspects which contributed to the total performance.
Lined-Hymn Transcriptions – Included transcribed musical notation of the lined-hymn
performances for all three congregations that are placed into one score to give a side by
side comparison. Performed phrases sung by the song leader are indicated by the letter
(L), and phrases that are sung responses by the congregation are indicated by the letter
(C). The hymn title, figure number, church(es), and date of recording are listed on the
score. A detailed legend of symbols and terms used for the music transcriptions is
provided in Appendix F.
Analysis of Musical Characteristics – Included descriptive elements for analysis of
compositional features and techniques that were employed in the performed renditions.

Limitations and Delimitations
This study examined the lined-hymn singing tradition as practiced in Missionary Baptist
churches across the northern Mississippi Delta region from the following counties: Bolivar,
Coahoma and Quitman. The population of this study is limited to three churches; one from each
of the three counties. The congregations of the churches that were selected have a reputation of
continuing the musical tradition of lined-hymn singing. The investigator made the decision to
choose those locations as the research sites due to the close proximity, and familiarity with key
informants who attend the selected churches.
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Considering that performance practice is carefully analyzed within this study, the
following limitations and descriptions are stated for clarity. “According to ethnomusicologists,
many important features of folk music cannot be realized by examining a transcription even
though it may approximate an accurate representation of what was actually performed.”125
‘Performance practice’ as called ‘rendition’ by Schinhan,126 refers to the visual and
psychological aspects and is an indispensable part of the total performance.

William Stinson Crowder, “A Study of Lined Hymn-singing in Selected Black
Churches of North and South Carolina” (PhD diss., University of North Carolina at Greensboro,
1979), 29.
126Newman Ivey White, gen ed., The Frank C. Brown Collection of North Carolina
Folklore, 7 vols. (Durham, N. C.: Duke University Press, 1957), vol. 4: The Music of the
Ballads, ed. By Jan Philip Schinhan, xviii-xxxvii.
125
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Chapter IV:

FINDINGS

Overview

This research examined the lined-hymns as performed in three Missionary Baptist
churches of the northern Delta region of Mississippi. The performance practice and elements of
musical analysis were reviewed to show comparative results between the congregations within
this study. The tradition and cultural beliefs of lined-hymn singing were also described to
contextualize this musical practice for individuals who are unfamiliar with the “‘African
American experience,’”127 and the religious connotations that are associated within the culture.
The investigator: 1) defined the musical tradition of ‘Dr. Watts’ lined-hymn singing and
discussed its role and/or function in the Missionary Baptist’s church worship service; 2)
identified and described three African American Missionary Baptist churches in the northern
Delta region of Mississippi that maintain the ‘Dr. Watts’ lined-hymn tradition; 3) summarized
interviews that revealed the cultural beliefs and experiences of congregants who practice ‘Dr.
Watts’ in the studied area; 4) transcribed, and analyzed the musical characteristics of the lined-

African American experience – is used to describe the social ills, innate qualities,
and stylistic tendencies that many African Americans share, undergo, do, or possess.
127
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hymns; 5) identified the lined-hymn singing performance practice and procedures; 6) explored
how this singing practice was learned and/or transmitted.
The Musical Tradition of Lined-Hymn Singing Attributed to Dr. Watts in the Modern
African American Baptist Church
‘Dr. Watts’ lined-hymn singing refers to a musical tradition sung in a supplicatory,
passionate, and ornamental style, broadened by melismas with each line being ‘lined out’ (words
read or chanted one line at a time) by a leader before it is sung together by the congregation.
Bailey describes the vocal quality of the singing as being “unpolished, guttural, and nasal—
nasality being important to the humming which is integral to the style.”128 This singing style has
predominantly been relegated to the devotional period of worship services in African American
Baptist churches that still maintain this music tradition.
Chapter II presented research studies that indicated that this music tradition gets its name
from Isaac Watts (1674-1748), an English hymn composer, primarily because he was a pioneer
composer of many popular hymns that were among the first to be published in America.
Tallmadge,129 Bailey,130 Crowder,131 and Sampson132 all concluded, due to the scarcity of

Ben E. Bailey, “The Lined-Hymn Tradition in Black Mississippi Churches,” The
Black Perspective in Music 6, no. 1 (January, 1978): 9.
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Churches of North and South Carolina” (PhD diss., University of North Carolina at Greensboro,
1979), 1.
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Cheryl A. Sampson, “Hymn Lining: A Black Church Tradition with Roots in Europe,”
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hymnbooks coupled with the high rate of illiteracy, most congregants found it feasible to sing the
hymns by ‘lining them out.” When introduced to blacks, they ascribed the name ‘Dr. Watts’ to
identify their choirs who sang in this style and to this overall singing practice.133
In singing the ‘Dr. Watts Hymns,’ the texts used by its singers came from a variety of
hymnals and other sources, not just from those written by Isaac Watts. For example, the three
hymns that were used in this study are: “I Love the Lord, He Heard My Cry” composed by Isaac
Watts (1674-1748), “Must Jesus Bear the Cross Alone” composed by Thomas Shepherd (16651739), and “Father, I Stretch My Hands to Thee” composed by Charles Wesley (1707-1788).134
The hymnbooks and other resources that were accessible only provided the texts for the hymns.
They did not include musical notation. The tunes or melodies as sung by the congregants in
African American Baptist churches, were very distinctive from what was heard in Anglo-Saxon
congregations. It is believed that the tunes used by the African American singers have been
passed down from generation to generation within the African American community.135 Due to
the inherent characteristics of the oral tradition, each church that sings these hymns developed
their own distinct way of performing them. Although each church had a slightly different way of
singing the lined-hymns, visiting members typically caught on easily after recognizing the tune
and therefore joined in with the other congregants in following the pitches used in the lined-out
textual phrases.

William H. Tallmadge, “Dr. Watts and Mahalia Jackson—The Development, Decline,
and Survival of a Folk Style in America,” Ethnomusicology 5, no. 2 (May 1961): 1.
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Europe,” The Spectrum: A Scholars Day Journal 3, no. 9 (January 2015):6.
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General Description of Three Lined-Hymn Church Sources

Mt. Olive M. B. Church, Liberty M. B. Church, and Mt. Zion M. B. Church all meet
every Sunday. The members of these churches are traditional and/or conservative in terms of
their beliefs and style of worship services. The three churches have memberships in their
respective county Baptist associations that support the General Missionary Baptist State
Convention of Mississippi, Inc. They are affiliated with the National Baptist Convention, USA,
Inc. which was founded in 1880. As a traditional Baptist church, the worship ceremony and
staging include: the use of a printed program of the order of service; a choir sits in the choir
stand or loft (ranging from 12 to 35 members); singing of standard hymns, ‘Dr. Watts’ hymns,
and traditional gospel music; Mothers’ & Deacons’ Ministry seating area; stained glass windows;
posted large print church covenant; and the singing of lined-hymns during devotional periods.
The use of small praise team singing groups, projection screen media for worship, and
contemporary Christian music are not prominent features or characteristics of the traditional
Baptist worship style.

The membership of these churches is generally comprised of a few groupings of families.
The congregations are relatively small and everyone knows each other. Some members often
have dealings with each other independently of the church setting (ex. co-workers, social club &
organization members, classmates, etc.). Before the start and at the conclusion of various church
services, members of the congregation can be observed embracing, and conversing in what
appeared to be expressions of concern and affection. Social issues such as local politics, school
consolidations, sports and other social events are at times discussed within certain circles at the
conclusion of various worship services. The membership of all three churches is similar in terms
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of income level, education and age demographics. As for the youth, they share in a social
network wherein they actively engage in Christian learning, fun and fellowship. Often, they
receive treats for their participation and/or attendance as a support for their adoption of
expression of faith and community.

At Mount Olive M. B. Church and Liberty M.B. Church, instruments are not primarily
used to accompany the lined-hymns. The elders tend to maintain the a`cappella tradition of
performing the lined-hymns as they were done historically. The singing of lined-hymns without
instrumental accompaniment may directly result from how black ``congregants viewed
instruments in the church during the earlier years around the time of the establishment of
independent black churches. Smith’s interview at Little Home Baptist Church of Eastern
Kentucky, revealed that the use of instruments of any type was not allowed in the church because
they were viewed as the creation of man, whereas the human voice was viewed as an instrument
of God.136 Mount Zion M. B. Church was observed utilizing instruments such as a keyboard and
drums lightly accompanying the lined-hymns. The investigator also observed other similar
Missionary Baptist churches, not used in this study, using instruments to accompany the singing
of the lined-hymns. While no evidence points to a written or spoken policy on the approval or
disapproval of the use of instruments in the tradition of lined hymn performances, the
investigator inferred from no explicit objection of the pastors, deacons, and board members, that
the musicians of the respective congregations were afforded opportunity to apply discretion in
their use of instruments in this function.

Carl Henry Smith, “The Lined Hymn Tradition in Selected Black Churches of Eastern
Kentucky. (PhD diss., University of Pittsburgh, 1987), 1.
136
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Interview Summations from Church Members of the Lined-Hymn Sources and Other

It is the opinion of the investigator, that the elders of the churches, interviewed in this
study, have held to a tradition that has been passed down throughout its history. The investigator
cannot emphatically state how long the ‘Dr. Watts’ lined-hymn singing tradition has existed.
However, based on similar studies and other research presented in the review of literature
chapter, it can be inferred that this singing style may have existed for approximately 150 years. It
appeared that those who have held firm to this historical musical tradition preferred to preserve it
regardless of the influences of other church music genres such as standard hymnody and gospel
music.

Mount Olive M.B. Church Interview Summation, Mound Bayou, MS
Participants: Pastor Willie Jackson, Pastor’s Wife, Elizabeth Jackson, Deacon Eugene Brown,
Mother Mary Phillips and former Pastor’s Wife Mary Hawkins.

Lined-hymns are sung every Sunday at Mount Olive M. B. Church. The Deacon Ministry
is responsible for the devotional part of the service wherein ‘Dr. Watts’ hymns are performed
and supported by the Mothers’ Ministry, and joined by the entire congregation. Men and women
congregants play a supportive role in this tradition by singing the congregational responses
alternatively after the call phrases are presented by the song leader. On Women’s Day, the
‘Mothers’ typically lead the devotional period and serve as the primary song leaders for the
lined-hymns. The youth at Mount Olive M.B. Church do not initiate any lined-hymn singing, but
merely participate in congregational singing of them. All lined-hymns were learned by rote and
passed down through the oral tradition.
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Deacon Eugene Brown,137 a primary song leader, said that the ‘Dr. Watts’ music tradition
has been around ever since he actually knew what they were as a little boy. He stated how church
has always been a major part of his life and how early exposure to this musical practice was
seemingly due to his great grandfather being a pastor and his grandfather serving as a deacon. In
terms of spiritual relevancy, Brown strongly asserted, “A church service without a good ole ‘Dr.
Watts’ is not a service.” The quote provided insight on his preferential insistency of the inclusion
of lined-hymns. In essence, Deacon Brown felt as though the worship experience was incomplete
without reaching the realm of emotional spiritual connection and/or fulfillment that is engaged
when singing the ‘Dr. Watts’ hymns. It is believed that these hymns prepared the minds and
hearts to give supplicatory prayer unto God.
Mother Faye Phillips138 shared that she took a personal interest in learning some of the
hymns because of their spiritual and historical significance from a communal perspective. She
recalled that when she was a little girl, around eight years old, the ladies, dressed in all white,
would “strike out on a hymn” and everybody would join in singing as they would be in high
praise and sometimes doing a jubilant praise dance. Mother Phillips took a personal interest in
learning them by inquiring and asking the mothers to teach her some of the hymns. She
mentioned how some of the women elders would occasionally gather at each other’s houses and
this is where she heard and learned a lot of the hymns.139 She mentioned that, “it’s a lot of hymns

Interview with Eugene Brown, who serves on the Deacon’s ministry at Mount Olive
M. B. Church of Mound Bayou, MS.
138 Interview with Faye Phillips, who serves on the Mother’s ministry at Mount Olive M.
B. Church of Mound Bayou, MS.
139
The learning of these hymns sometimes took place in informal settings such as
people’s houses. During this time period, it was not uncommon for a small group of worshippers
to gather in other members’ houses. Just as ‘praise houses’ of the slavery era, congregants’
homes were used as institutions for social worship services. These gatherings may have included
137
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that we no longer do that have a lot of meaning to black people and helped us with the struggle.”
Phillips stated that this is the main reason she takes a personal interest in learning them. Mother
Phillips commented that the hymns are “kind of fading out,” and that she talked to people
encouraging and explaining to them “how we need to keep this tradition going.” She stated,
“…our fore-fathers went through so much,” and how these ‘Dr. Watts’ “helped them so much to
make it through; what they went through.”

Deacon Brown believes that some of the hymns are fading away and are no longer being
performed because the experiences of younger and newer generations are different. “Wherein
back when I was growing up, the older folks were singing about something else,” said Brown.
He mentioned that a lot of times they were singing and sending messages. “Even in the fields
they were singing messages to each other like: “We Gonna Meet Down by the River,” “Nobody
Knows the Trouble I’ve Seen,” etc.
Pastor Willie Jackson140 mentioned that many of the modern churches are now under the
leadership of younger pastors. Hence, their congregations, “don’t have anyone who knows the
‘Dr. Watts’ hymns or even know what they are.” He inferred that the younger generation of
ministers have been underprivileged in acquiring knowledge of the lined-hymn tradition. He also
mentioned that these songs were ways that plantation dwellers communicated with each other
and with others on plantations nearby. Such messages as killings, lynching, births, or baptisms

any of the following: prayer service, bible study, testimonial service. Sometimes these casual
gatherings were not constructed with ceremonial formality, rather just a place for discussing the
Word of God and singing of His praises. Oftentimes, lined-hymn singing was used to usher in
the Holy Spirit and/or set the atmosphere for corporate worship.
140 Interview with Willie Jackson, who serves as Pastor of Mount Olive M. B. Church of
Mound Bayou, MS.
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were all passed from community to community through songs. Jackson stated that over the span
of his younger years, the lined-hymns were the predominant songs of the church and the
individual household. Moreover, Jackson also stated that there were a few black churches that
had songbooks, “but only very few people could actually read it which made the books
somewhat useless.”141

The participants shared the opinion that many of the hymns are no longer sung because
cultural experiences (such as injustice, racism, or hardship) of the congregants have since
changed. They felt that another contributing factor was that some hymns were simply forgotten
and were not passed down as certain elders of the church passed away. As a common thread
between the hymns that are no longer sung and the ones that were maintained, Mother Phillips
stated their meanings were to bring about remembrance of all the good things God has done for
us.142

Liberty Missionary Baptist Church Interview Summation, Lyon, MS

Participants: Pastor James Jones, Deacon Jimmy Ray, Ms. Rosie Sumlin, Ms. Dorris Shanks, Ms.
Zola Hudson
Deacon Jimmy Ray stated that ‘Dr. Watts’ lined-hymn singing was not only relegated to
scriptural connotations; but they were also songs to help people understand everyday life. “That

Interview with Willie Jackson.
Interview with Faye Phillips, who serves on the Mother’s ministry at Mount Olive M.
B. Church of Mound Bayou, MS.
141
142
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Awful Day Will Surely Come, “and “Before This Time Another Year,”143 are titles of such
songs. These songs were used as expressions of witnessing.
Pastor James Jones said he heard that the ‘Dr. Watt’ hymns were born out of slavery, and
that hymn-singing was a way black people expressed their feelings. He mentioned that, while
slaves were not able to attend church, the fields became their places of worship as they sang
hymns such as, “Remember Me,” “I Wonder Will We Meet Again Before the Roll is Called,”144
as expressions for calling upon God.

Ms. Zola Hudson, an elder of the church, mentioned that all the songs were not tied to
hurt and struggle. She stated several lined-hymns also reflected encouragement and supplication.
“Many of the hymns were in code as their master (the slave owner) was riding the mule
witnessing, but not understanding what the slaves or plantation workers were singing about,”
said Hudson.145
The participants mentioned that back in their younger days, some churches had ‘Dr.
Watts’ choruses wherein people were trained how to lead and perform this hymn-singing
tradition. It was stated that the ladies would dress in long white gowns with hats with the letters
‘DC’ on them representing Dr. Watts Chorus.146 The purpose of the DC chorus was to train

Interview with Jimmy Ray, who serves on the Deacon’s ministry at Liberty M. B.
Church in Lyon, MS.
144 Interview with James Jones, who serves on the Pastor of Liberty M. B. Church in
Lyon, MS.
145
Interview with Zola Hudson, who serves on the Mother’s ministry at Liberty M. B.
Church in Lyon, MS.
146
Dr. Watts Chorus – a small group of singers who led the congregation in performing
the lined-hymns.
143
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people how to sing and perform the long and short meter hymns. It is believed that certain
members were recruited to participate with this small ensemble which rehearsed occasionally.

New Mount Zion M. B. Church Interview Summation, Lambert, MS
Participant: Pastor Michael Jossell Sr.
The congregants at Mount Zion M. B. Church perform the lined-hymns every Sunday.
Rev. Michael Jossell mentioned, “It’s like a tradition.”147 Jossell stated that he primarily learned
the lined-hymns by being in church during his upbringing. He further stated that by “growing up
in the church, constantly being in the environment, and by hearing the ‘Dr. Watts’ every Sunday,
that you could not help by picking it up without even knowing it.”148 Jossell said that he is
currently teaching a Deacon’s class and that he is planning to teach them how to line the hymns.
He mentioned that when he was growing up, the deacons were in charge of leading the devotion
service. He recalled how typically, there were three deacons that would call everyone together;
one each being responsible for reading the scripture, lining the hymn, and leading the prayer.
Jossell stated that the Pastor has the authority to choose other members (women or non-deacon
members) as leaders of the lined-hymns during special occasions like Women’s Day, Revival, or
other special services. He went on to classify that ‘new school church’149 is okay; but expresses

147

Interview with Michael Jossell, who serves as Pastor of New Mount Zion M. B.
Church in Lambert, MS.
148
Interview with Michael Jossell.
The phrase ‘new school church’ was used to characterize the modern or
contemporary style of worship.
149
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how ‘old school church’150 can sometimes “set the church on fire with the Holy Spirit.”151 Linedhymn singing for many of the older Deacons, was the primary sacred source of repertoire.
There are few younger people who served as leaders of the lined-hymns primarily
because of their lack of being in leadership roles. The ages of the song leaders at Mt. Olive,
Liberty, and Mt. Zion M. B. churches were all senior level (ranging from 72-82 years of age). As
a measure to address the disparity or lack of none-senior song leaders, Pastor Jossell now
sometimes delegates particular younger gentlemen in an effort to create an apprenticeship for
learning this musical tradition. He acknowledged how the trends of churches in these days are
pivoting away from ‘old school’. He emphatically stated that “there is nothing wrong with
singing the lined-hymns.”
Interview Summation of Ms. Rena Butler, a member of Silent Grove Baptist Church, Clarksdale,
MS
Participant: Ms. Rena Butler
Ms. Rena Butler, 77 years of age, joined Silent Grove Baptist Church at the age of 10 and
has been a member for 67 years. She indicated how unfortunate it is that their church no longer
sings the ‘Dr. Watts’ lined hymns. She also noted that her church no longer has a Mothers’
ministry or ‘Dr. Watts’ choir. The investigator understood that these entities were once an
integral part of the traditional fabric of the Silent Grove Baptist Church. Ms. Butler stated that

The phrase ‘old school church’ was used to characterize the older traditional
style of worship.
151 Interview with Michael Jossell, who serves as Pastor of Mount Zion M. B. Church in
Lambert, MS.
150
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the lined-hymn singing faded from their church worship services approximately ten to fifteen
years ago. She mentioned the late Ms. Mary E. Williams was the last hymn leader of this
tradition. Ms. Butler recalled that the lined-hymns were learned using the rote method. She said
that they were passed down and taught by the church elders.152
At Silent Grove Baptist Church, they had a ‘Dr. Watts’ choir that consisted of men and
women. As a means of cultivating the skills for this singing style, younger adults were recruited
by the elders. “If you wanted to join the ‘Dr. Watts’ choir, you were free to do so.”153 The
members would meet every second and fourth Saturday to learn and rehearse the hymns for
Sunday morning worship service. Ms. Butler recalled how they would dress in black robes with a
white collar that portrayed the group’s distinction used during religious ceremony.
Ms. Butler believed that during the earlier years, the National Baptist Congress of
Christian Education included lined-hymn singing in specific classes associated with the Music
and Laymen’s Division. She said that each year, her church would send delegates to participate
within the Music department. Therefore, their lined hymns singers would receive training that
they would typically bring back to share with the other members.
At Silent Grove Baptist Church, the lined-hymn singing was done at the opening of the
worship service before the Devotion. During the early leadership period of the church, the ‘Dr.
Watts’ chorus would sing two lined hymns. The church’s leadership in years past had relegated
the group to only singing one hymn. Ms. Butler believes that this may have been attributed to the
modern pastors having the intent to reduce the length of the worship service.

152

Interview with Rena Butler, an elder member of Silent Grove Baptist Church in
Clarksdale, MS.
153 Interview with Rena Butler.
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Butler mentioned that their ‘Dr. Watts’ chorus would consist of approximately 12
members. They typically would sit on the opposite side of the church away from the Mother’s
Ministry side. Ms. Butler said they would sing lined hymns such as “Father, I Stretch My Hands
to Thee,” “Must Jesus Bear the Cross Alone,” and “I Love the Lord He Heard My Cry.” She said
that if the congregation became highly spirited, “they would continue to go on and on with the
singing of the lined hymns.”154 She recalled how the song leaders of the lined-hymns would
rotate in exchange. Members of the Deacon’s Ministry would also sometimes lead a lined-hymn
during the devotion period. Butler stated that the deacon would yield to a song leader from the
‘Dr. Watts’ chorus if they were not a comfortable singer. Butler expressed that at the time when
her church actively had lined-hymn singing, “it seemed as if the congregation was more spirited
and engaged in worship.”155
Lined-Hymn Transcriptions

“I Love the

Lord, He Heard My Cry,” “Must Jesus Bear the Cross Alone,” and “Father, I

Stretched My Hands to Thee” were selected and transcribed below as performed in the selected
churches. All three renditions of each hymn were transcribed into a single score to illustrate
comparative results from musical characteristics analyses. The three hymns were selected as
most familiar and frequently performed during regular worship services. The hymns are grouped
according to similar and dissimilar melodies used in composition, and cross referenced from
each church that is presented in this study. All transcriptions were transposed to the same key to
regulate the analysis for consistency in effectively showing its comparative results. Each

154
155

Interview with Rena Butler.
Interview with Rena Butler.
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transcription is listed by hymn number, hymn title, church(s), and date of recording. Hymn
numbers correspond to recordings that are listed in the appendixes.
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FIGURE 1. Transcription of “I Love the Lord, He Heard My Cry.”
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FIGURE 2. Transcription of “Must Jesus Bear the Cross Alone.”
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FIGURE 3. Transcription of “Father, I Stretch My Hands to Thee.”

Analysis of Musical Characteristics
An analysis of musical characteristics will identify and describe the following descriptive
elements: hymn type, tonal center, texture, melodic range, rhythm, form, syllabic and melismatic
details, scale, melodic contour, intervals, medium, and tempo. Tables, figures, and other
expositions were developed to show comparisons of various musical characteristics from
observations that were ascertained. In some instances, information presented from the results was
cross referenced within and/or between the congregations in this study.
Hymn Type
The three hymns selected were all representative of Common Meter hymn type. Each
lined-hymn contained eight syllables in the first and third phrases. The second and fourth phrases
both contained six syllables. Therefore, the lined-hymns were identified as written in Common
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Meter due to its syllabic structure. Although other hymn types such as Short Meter, Long Meter,
and Particular Meter exist, the were no lined-hymns of these types performed in this region of
the Mississippi Delta.
Tonal Center
An analysis of tonal centers revealed no apparent preference for specific keys. The tonal
center for the three hymns varied considerably, and was dependent upon the male song leaders’
tessitura. It stands to reason that song leaders presumably chose a key area within their vocal
range that was relatively comfortable for themselves and most of the congregation. Through trial
and error, with many years of experience leading specific lined-hymns; song leaders, within their
best judgement, identified the approximate tonal center on where best to pitch the hymns for all
to share in congregational singing. The tonal center for each hymn was generally maintained
throughout the performance. However, in some instances there was evidence of slight alterations
(sharp or flat) of the tonal center during highly emotional moments of worship. While observing
a regular Sunday morning worship service at Liberty M. B. Church, the singers became
progressively sharp in pitch as the emotional level increased with intensity.

TABLE 1. Classification of voice part parallel to tonal center.
Singer

Hymn

Voice Part

Key Area

Tenor

C-minor

Deacon Eugene Brown

I Love the Lord

Mt. Olive M. B.
Church

Must Jesus Bear

B-minor

Father, I Stretch

E-major

Deacon Jimmy Ray

I Love the Lord

Tenor

Liberty M. B. Church

Must Jesus Bear

A-minor

Father, I Stretch

F-major
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A-minor

Singer

Hymn

Voice Part

Key Area

Baritone

A♭-minor

Deacon Joe Wilborn

I Love the Lord

Mt. Zion M. B. Church

Must Jesus Bear

A ♭-minor

Father, I Stretch

A ♭-minor

Texture & Melodic Range
The texture of all three hymns was chiefly monophonic. The melodic line was sung in
unison by the song leader and the majority of the congregation (hereafter referred to as the
‘common voice’156). The ‘common voice’ was doubled at an octave higher and/or lower as
depicted in Figures 4-6. In some instances, a simultaneous variation of the melodic line occurred
which resulted in heterophony. This texture was sometimes achieved due to multiple voices,
each of which sang the melodic line differently, either in a different rhythm or tempo, or with
various embellishments and elaborations.
The melodic range of all three hymns that were performed was a perfect octave. The
singers at Mt. Olive M. B. Church predominantly maintained pure unison singing among the
women and most of the men. However, there was an exception with only a few men who sang
the melody one octave below. The singers at Liberty M. B. Church also sang most of the hymn
melodies in perfect octaves. The majority of the men sang an octave below the song leader. The
women primarily sang in the octave range as the song leader (‘common voice’) with the
exception of a few that sang the melody an octave above. The performance of the lined hymns at
Mt. Zion M. B. Church also revealed usage of the perfect octave. Their rendition is relatively

Common voice – refers to the same octave or register that is joined by the song
leader and congregation.
156
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similar to that of Mount Olive M. B. Church with most singers maintaining perfect unison
singing in the ‘common voice’ among the men and women. Comparably, they also had a few
men who sang the lined hymns an octave lower than the ‘common voice.’ The figures below
(Figures 4-6) indicate that the melodic range was either a parallel octave higher and/or lower

Simple Diatonic Intervals between Voices

than the ‘common voice’ tone.
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FIGURE 4. Octave Correlations: -P8 = C3; P1 = C4 (The distance of 7 scale degrees spacing
equal a parallel perfect octave below the jointly sung ‘common voice’ [C4]). Note: The
‘common voice’ may consist of the song leader, men, and women voices.
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Simple Diatonic Intervals between Voices
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Simple Diatonic Intervals
between Voices

FIGURE 5. Octave Correlations: -P8 = C3; P1 = C4; P8 = C5 (The distance of 7 scale degrees
spacing equal a parallel perfect octave above & below the ‘common voice’ [C4].) Note: The
‘common voice’ may consist of the lead singer, men, and women voices.
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FIGURE 6. Octave Correlations: -P8 = C3; P1 = C4 (The distance of 7 scale degrees spacing
equal a parallel perfect octave below the jointly sung ‘common voice’ [C4]). Note: The ‘common
voice’ may consist of the lead singer, men, and women voices.
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Rhythm & Meter
The rhythms of the lined-hymns were performed freely. Although the rhythms are
intended to be sung freely, there was a tendency for improvisation to occur more increasingly
near the end of musical phrases. Runs, turns, slurs, and trills also appeared to be characteristic
features of the melodic line. Rhythmic complexity occurred as a result of ornamentation and
overlapping improvisation by leader and congregation.
Form
The form of the hymns was determined by the number of syllables in each line. All three
hymns used in this study contain four lines or textual phrases. The hymn tune was sung in a
strophic-like pattern with both 8 syllable phrases following the same melodic pattern. The
melody of the 6 syllable phrases follows a slightly different melodic contour than the phrases
that consist of 8 syllables. A four-part phrase structure (A B A′ B′) was found to be characteristic
of all three lined-hymns used in this study.
Syllabic and Melisma Details
Tables 2, 3, and 4 show the textual phrases, syllables per lyrics, syllables per melisma
between the song leader and congregation, and melodic forms of the hymns, “I Love the Lord,
He Heard My Cry,” “Must Jesus Bear the Cross Alone,” and “Father, I Stretch My Hands to
Thee” respectively.
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TABLE 2. Syllables and melismatic details in “I Love the Lord, He Heard My Cry.”
Song syllables
8
Mt. Olive
Lead (L1)
Congregation

I

love

the

Textual Phrase
Lord,
He

1
7

1
3

1
6

3
3

Liberty
Lead (L2)
Congregation

2
7

1
3

1
6

2
7
And

1
3
pi-

1
5

Melisma

Form

3
1

12
30

A

1
4

3
1

13
30

1
4

3
1

13
30

heard

my

cry

1
2

1
4

1
4

3
3

1
2

1
4

1
6
tied

3
3
e’-

1
2
vry

1
4
groan

2
1

1
1

1
11

1
3

1
3

7
24

1
6

2
1

1
1

2
12

1
3

3
3

10
26

1
5
Long

1
1
as

1
1
I

1
11
live,

1
3
while

3
3
trou-

8
24
ble

rise

1
7

1
3

1
6

3
3

1
2

1
4

1
3

3
2

12
30

2
7

1
3

1
6

3
3

1
2

1
4

1
3

3
2

13
30

2
7
I’ll

1
3
haste

1
6
un-

3
3
to

1
2
His

1
4
throne

1
3

3
2

13
30

1
5

3
2

1
6

1
5

1
3

3
3

10
24

Liberty
Lead (L2)
Congregation

1
5

3
2

1
6

1
5

1
3

3
3

10
24

Mt. Zion
Lead (L3)
Congregation

2
5

1
2

1
6

1
5

1
3

3
3

9
24

Mt. Zion
Lead (L3)
Congregation
6
Mt. Olive
Lead (L1)
Congregation
Liberty
Lead (L2)
Congregation
Mt. Zion
Lead (L3)
Congregation
8
Mt. Olive
Lead (L1)
Congregation
Liberty
Lead (L2)
Congregation
Mt. Zion
Lead (L3)
Congregation
6
Mt. Olive
Lead (L1)
Congregation
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B

A′

B′

TABLE 3. Syllables & melismatic details of “Must Jesus Bear the Cross Alone.”
Song syllables
8
Mt. Olive
Lead (1)
Congregation
Liberty
Lead (L2)
Congregation
Mt. Zion
Lead (L3)
Congregation
6
Mt. Olive
Lead (L1)
Congregation
Liberty
Lead (L2)
Congregation
Mt. Zion
Lead (L3)
Congregation
8
Mt. Olive
Lead (L1)
Congregation
Liberty
Lead (L2)
Congregation

Textual Phrase
bear
the

Must

Je-

sus

2
5

1
4

1
5

3
5

2
7

1
8

1
6

2
7
And

1
5
all

1
6

Melisma

Form

3
1

13
29

A

1
4

3
1

13
39

1
4

3
2

13
34

cross

a-

lone

1
2

1
4

1
3

3
4

1
5

1
4

1
5
the

3
5
world

1
2
go

1
4
free

3
2

1
6

1
6

1
3

3
3

10
26

1
7

3
5

1
6

1
6

1
3

3
3

10
30

1
5
(Oh)

1
2
there’s

1
6
a

1
5
cross,

1
3
for

3
4
ev’-

8
25
ry-

one

2

1
5

1
4

3
5

1
5

1
2

1
4

3
4

13
29

2

1
7

1
8

3
6

1
3

1
5

1
4

3
5

13
38

B

A′

Mt. Zion
Lead (L3)
2
1
1
3
1
1
1
3
13
Congregation
7
5
5
5
2
4
6
34
NOTE: Lead singers sung the word “Oh,” not echoed by the congregation. See parenthesis.
6
Mt. Olive
Lead (L1)
Congregation
Liberty
Lead (L2)
Congregation

And

there’s

a

cross

for

me

1
6

3
2

1
6

1
6

1
3

3
3

10
26

1
7

3
5

1
6

1
6

1
3

3
3

10
30
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6
Mt. Zion
Lead (L3)
Congregation

And

there’s

a

cross

for

me

1
5

2
2

1
6

1
5

1
3

3
3

9
24

TABLE 4. Syllables & melismatic details of “Father, I Stretch My Hands to Thee.”
Song syllables
8
Mt. Olive
Lead (L1)
Congregation

Textual Phrase
stretch my hands
1
4

1
2

2
1

9
31

1
4

1
4

1
2

4
3

11
33

1
6
help

1
4
I

1
4
know

1
2

2
1

9
31

1
3

1
3

1
4

2
3

7
24

1
4

1
3

1
3

1
4

2
3

7
24

1
5
If

1
3
Thou

1
3
with-

1
3
draw,

1
4
thy

2
3
self

7
21

1
5

1
5

1
4

1
6

1
4

1
4

1
2

3
1

10
31

Liberty
Lead (L2)
Congregation

2
6

1
5

1
4

1
5

1
4

1
4

1
2

2
3

10
33

Mt. Zion
Lead (L3)
Congregation

1
5

1
5

1
4

1
6

1
4

1
4

1
2

3
1

10
31

Liberty
Lead (L2)
Congregation
Mt. Zion
Lead (L3)
Congregation
8
Mt. Olive
Lead (L1)
Congregation

I

1
5

1
5

1
4

1
6

1
4

1
6

1
5

1
4

1
5

1
5
No

1
5
o-

1
4
ther

1
5

1
6

1
7

A

thee

Mt. Zion
Lead (L3)
Congregation
6
Mt. Olive
Lead (L1)
Congregation

ther

Form

to

Liberty
Lead (L2)
Congregation

Fa-

Melisma
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from

B

me
A′

6
Mt. Olive
Lead (L1)
Congregation

Oh

whi-

ther

shall

I

go

1
5

1
6

1
3

1
3

1
4

2
3

7
2

Liberty
Lead (L2)
Congregation

1
7

1
4

1
3

1
3

1
4

2
3

7
24

Mt. Zion
Lead (L3)
Congregation

1
5

1
6

1
3

1
3

1
4

2
3

7
24

B′

Scale & Melodic Contour
Two lined-hymns “I Love the Lord He Heard My Cry,” and “Must Jesus Bear the Cross
Alone” are based on the same melodic tune. Its melodic line is associated with the minor
pentatonic scale with usages of the flat-seventh scale degree. Many occurrences of the flatseventh scale degree were used to reinforce the tonal center that functioned in the capacity of a
leading tone.
All three churches generally performed these two hymns similarly with the exception of a
few different intervals as supported by the syllabic stress of different text. The performances of
the three churches between the two hymns were also similar considering they were based
on the same melody. Figures 7 and 8 show as both hymns were ‘raised’ (or pitched), the song
leaders established the ‘call’ by chanting the opening motif of the A and A′ section (of the
8/6/8/6 Common meter form) with an ascending arpeggiated contour using scale degrees 1, (3),
and 5. The song leader from Mt. Olive M. B. Church omitted the third scale degree in Hymn #1,
“I Love the Lord, He Heard My Cry.” The melodic line then quickly descended back to the tonic
pitch using scale degree movement 4-3-1. This contour consisted of stepwise motion followed by
a leap of a minor-third. In Hymn #1, a leap of a fourth (L1) or a fifth (L2, and L3)) was
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immediately followed before it quickly descended into cadential formula which rested on tonic
with 1-7-1 or 4-3-1 melodic movement. As seen in Figure 8 (“Must Jesus Bear the Cross
Alone”), lead singers L1 and L3 leaped by a third before settling into cadential formula that
ended on tonic with 1-7-1 melodic movement. Alternately, lead singer #2 leaped upward a fifth
and descended in stepwise motion, leading into cadential formula ending with 4-3-1 melodic
movement onto the tonic pitch (see Figure 8).

FIGURE 7. Excerpt from Hymn #1 (“I Love the Lord, He Heard My Cry”).
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FIGURE 8. Excerpt from Hymn #2 (“Must Jesus Bear the Cross Alone”).
The leader’s opening motif acts as the antiphonal call that solicited the ‘response’ of the
congregation. In measure 2 of Figure 9, the congregational ‘response’ started with melodic
movement similar to that of the leader using scales degrees 1, 3, and 5 that ‘turned’ to remain at
the peak of the phrase (Hymn #1). In measure 2 of Figure 10, the Mt. Olive’s church
congregational response also started with 1, 3, 5 melodic movement but alternately descended
down a third in stepwise motion (Hymn #2).

FIGURE 9. Excerpt from Hymn #1 (“I Love the Lord, He Heard My Cry”) measures 1-2.
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FIGURE 10. Excerpt from Hymn #2 (“Must Jesus Bear the Cross Alone”) measures 1-2.
Figure 11 and Figure 12 will show that in both hymns, “I Love the Lord, He Heard My Cry; and
“Must Jesus Bear the Cross Alone,” the melodic line transitioned to the subdominant (m. 4)
before returning to the tonic (m. 5). Measure six established the weak leading tone (Bb to C) that
cadences from minor v-i. The tonic was reinforced in measure 7 with scale degrees 1-5-7-1
melodic movement (see Figure 11 and Figure 12).

FIGURE 11. Excerpt from Hymn #1 (“I Love the Lord, He Heard My Cry”), measures 4-7.
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FIGURE 12. Excerpt from Hymn #2 (“Must Jesus Bear the Cross Alone”), measures 4-7.
As seen in Figure 13, the last measure of the first eight-bar phrase of Hymn #1 for all three
congregations ended with a minor authentic cadence (v-i). However, in Hymn #2, the
transcription shows two congregations (Mt. Olive, C1; and Mt. Zion, C3) ending the first eightbar phrase on the fifth scale degree which emphasized the harmonic dominant. seventh as seen in
measure 8 of Figure 14. The congregational response for Liberty Church (C2), ended with a
minor authentic cadence relative to the ending of the first eight-bar phrase as found in Hymn #1
(see Figure 14).
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FIGURE 13. Excerpt from Hymn #1 (“I Love the Lord, He Heard My Cry”), measure 8 showing
a congregational response.

FIGURE 14. Excerpt from Hymn #2 (“Must Jesus Bear the Cross Alone”), showing alternate
cadential movement for the congregational responses as seen in measures 8.
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The analysis of the entire A-section above demonstrated that the principle notes as
performed by the three church congregations were similar in both hymns. At the opening of the
B section in Hymn #1, song leader (L1) started on the fifth scale degree descending in stepwise
motion; pivoted on the third scale degree before ascending upward by a step; and continued with
a leap downward by a fourth onto the tonic pitch (see measure 9 in Figure 15). Liberty’s church
song leader (L2), also started on the fifth scale degree and descended in stepwise motion before
pivoting on the tonic following a leap of a third. The melodic line leaped in the opposite
direction by an interval of a fifth and turned in stepwise motion before concluding with a leap
downward by a minor third onto the tonic. In contrast, leader #3 opened on the fifth scale degree
(an octave lower than L1 and L2) and leaped upward by a fourth establishing a pedal tone on the
tonic pitch. The melodic line then leaped upward by a third before quickly returning to tonic with
a mordent embellishment on scale degrees 1-7-1.

FIGURE 15. Excerpt from Hymn #1 (“I Love the Lord, He Heard My Cry”) measures 8-9.
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After the ‘call’ phrase, the congregational response, as seen in Figure 16 measure 10, continued
with melodic movement of the first scale degree moving upward by an interval of a third, and
moved up to the fourth scale degree before descending to the tonic pitch. The weak leading tone
(Bb to C/minor v-i) appeared in measure 11 of both Hymn #1 and Hymn #2 as seen in Figure 16
and Figure 17. In measure 12 of both hymns, the tonic pitch leaped upward a fifth (to G)
followed by a melodic turn that led back to the fifth scale degree. The fourth scale degree then
passed to the third followed by 4-3-1 or 1-7-1(Figure 16: Hymn #1; Figure 17: Hymn #2) scale
degree melodic movement. The melodic line shifted to the dominant seventh in measure 14 that
cadenced on the tonic pitch (V7-i).

FIGURE 16. Excerpt from Hymn #1 (“I Love the Lord, He Heard My Cry”) showing the
congregational responses.
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FIGURE 17. Excerpt from Hymn #2 (“Must Jesus Bear the Cross Alone”) showing the
congregational responses.
The analysis and excerpts of the A and B sections above demonstrated that the principle
notes of the melodic line as performed by the three church congregations were similar in both
hymns. There were also many similarities of the congregations’ renditions as compared between
the two hymns that shared the same melody. There were slight intervallic differences within the
congregational responses primarily due to differences in syllabic stress of the different texts in
conjunction with the melodic line. The greater variance of intervallic differences occurred
between the song leaders due to improvisational liberties of the accustomed lined-hymn singing
tradition. The A′ and B′ phrases were not included in the figures or captions due to similarities of
the melodic contour and intervallic structure as presented in the analysis of the initial A and B
sections respectively.
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In contrast to the lined-hymns, “I Love the Lord He Heard My Cry,” and “Must Jesus
Bear the Cross the Alone,” “Father, I Stretch My Hands to Thee” is based on a different hymn
tune that was performed and transcribed in a major key tonality. The melodic contour of the song
leaders’ (L1 and L3) call phrases were identical. Song leader #2 performed intervallic deviations
from the other song leaders’ call phrases (due to improvisation using a submediant pedal) but
maintained the primary notes of the melody.

FIGURE 18. Excerpt from Hymn #3 (“Father, I Stretch My Hands to Thee”), measure 1 showing
L1, L2, and L3.

The congregational responses of each phrase were similar between all three churches and nearly
identical with the exception of the congregation labeled C2 in Figure 19. Considering the tune of
this lined-hymn was dissimilar in comparison to the first two hymns discussed, the melodic line
transitioned using a different harmonic progression.
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FIGURE 19. Excerpt Hymn #3 (“Father, I Stretch My Hands to Thee”) showing the
congregational responses (C1, C2, & C3).

The melodic line of this hymn was composed using a major scale. The song leader immediately
established the tonal center at the opening of the initial call phrase as depicted with the fermata
on the tonic (m. 1). The melody proceeded to descend by a leap to build a pedal point on the
tonic (L1 and L3) or the submediant (L2). The melodic contour of the congregational response
then moved irregularly with a combination that included leaps, passing tones (P – passing tone),
neighbor tones (NT – neighbor tone) and slides with a lowered third 3-2-1 melodic movement as
shown below in Figure 20.
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FIGURE 20. Hymn #3 (Father, I Stretch My Hands to Thee”) excerpt showing measures 2-5 of
the melodic contour from the congregational responses.

At the start of the B-section in Figure 21, the tonic was re-established as the melodic line
descended in a gradual scale-like pattern until it reached the tonic at an octave lower. This
directional approach melodically influenced the congregational response to be pitched low; and;
which was preceded by a minor second, and echoed by the congregation with a minor third.
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FIGURE 21. Excerpt from Hymn #3 (Father, I Stretch My Hands to Thee”) showing the start of
the B-section.

In measure 14 of Figure 22, the song leaders reached their vocal climax by emphasizing G8
before ending the phrase on the fifth scale degree. By ending on the fifth scale degree, it induced
the lead-off tone to start the congregational response which repeated the melodic line of the Asection (of the 8/6/8/6 Common meter form). The B′ section, starting in measure 21 of Figure 23,
recapitulated the same melodic material found in the B-section.

FIGURE 22. Excerpt from Hymn #3 (“Father, I Stretch My Hands to Thee”), measures 14-15.
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FIGURE 23. Excerpt from Hymn #3 (“Father, I Stretch My Hands to Thee”) showing the lead
singers’ ‘call phrase’ in measure 21.

Ornamentation Types
Stylistically, the melodic line of Dr. Watts lined-hymns contains much ornamentation,
which is an integral part of its performance technique. Due to its improvisational nature, the
embellishments varied in a combination of different types. The ornamentation also varied from
song leader to song leader dependent upon their vocal agility. In consideration of its
improvisational style, the investigator highlighted certain embellishments that were commonly
found.
The transcriptions revealed similar ornamentation types in the same group phrasing areas
found in “I Love the Lord, He Heard My Cry,” and “Must Jesus Bear the Cross Alone” as
performed by the three congregations. This was primarily due to the two hymns being based on
the same melody. However, there are instances where the embellishments were not similar due to
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improvisation. The hymn tune of “Father, I Stretch My Hands to Thee” is based on a different
melody. Therefore, the embellishments in specific phrase groupings, will not be comparable to
the first two hymns presented.
The types of ornamentations found in the analyses include: slur, fermata, roll, neighbor
tone, appoggiatura, turn, mordent, and passing tone. Interestingly, the investigator found it
peculiar that the ‘passing tone’ occurred least frequently considering the limited notes used in the
lined-hymns that were based on the pentatonic scale. Passing tones (P) within the first two
hymns (Figure 24 and Figure 25), mostly occurred in instances where the melodic line reached
its peak at the fifth scale degree and subsequently descended in stepwise motion (ex. m. 1). An
example of a melodic ‘turn’ embellishment occurred in measure 2 of all three congregations in
Hymn #1. It also occurred in measure 2 of Hymn #2 among congregations C2 and C3 (see Figure
24 and Figure 25).

FIGURE 24. Excerpt from Hymn #1 (“I Love the Lord, He Heard My Cry”) showing passing
tones that occurred between measures 1-4.
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FIGURE 25. Excerpt from Hymn #2 (“Must Jesus Bear the Cross Alone”) showing passing tones
that occurred between measures 1-4.

The slur or roll of scale degree combinations 4-3-1, 5-4-1, 5-4-3-1 (Figure 26 Hymn #1 & Figure
27 Hymn #2), and b3-2-1 (Figure 28 Hymn #3) were intricate characteristics of the lined-hymns.
It contributed to the mournful sound that is prevalent in Dr. Watts’s lined-hymn singing in the
African American tradition.

FIGURE 26. Hymn #1 (“I Love the Lord, He Heard My Cry”), excerpt showing various scale
degree combinations.
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FIGURE 27. Hymn #2 (“Must Jesus Bear the Cross Alone”), excerpt showing various scale
degree combinations.

FIGURE 28. Hymn #3 (“Father, I Stretch My Hands to Thee”), excerpt showing various scale
degree and neighbor tones combinations.

As shown above in measure 1 of Figure 26 and Figure 27, a mordent using scale degrees 1-b7-1
(or lowered seventh) was commonly found in the first two hymns. It consisted of the tonic (scale
degree 1) followed by the weak leading tone (b7) pulling back upward to the tonic (1). Neighbor
tones also occurred in sequences involving a step up or a step down from the chord tone. A pedal
tone was found in the song leader’s part as depicted below in figures 29-30.

FIGURE 29. Measure 1 of Hymn #3 (Father, I Stretch My Hands To Thee), excerpt showing a
pedal tone on the tonic.
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FIGURE 30. Measure 14 of Hymn #3 (Father, I Stretch My Hands to Thee), excerpt showing a
pedal tone on the tonic.

Tempo
Tempos of the hymns can best be described as relaxed and slow. Considering the
unmetered nature of lined-hymn singing, there was no strict conformity to metronomic markings.
The metronomic markings that are listed in the table below only served as an approximate guide
to indicate the pace of the basic performance of the hymns. The tempos were derived by
identifying the rate or speed of the downbeat within the first measure of the congregational
response. The metronome markings ranged from MM ♩ = 43 to MM ♩ = 49. The table below will
illustrate that the first two hymns were performed relatively at the same tempo. The third hymn
was found to be a little faster.
TABLE 5. Tempo markings of lined-hymns
Lined Hymns

Mount Olive

Liberty

Mt. Zion

I Love the Lord He Heard My Cry

Quarter =43

Quarter =43

Quarter =43

Must Jesus Bear the Cross Alone

Quarter =43

Quarter =43

Quarter =43

Father I Stretch My Hand to Thee

Quarter =48

Quarter =48

Quarter =48

Medium/Texture
In keeping with the older stylistic tradition, lined-hymn singing in two of three churches
was performed without instrumental accompaniment. In recent years, Mt. Zion M. B. Church has
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adapted to using instrumental accompaniment for the lined-hymns but has historically performed
them unaccompanied. In a few churches within the surrounding areas, there is other evidence of
instrumental accompaniment of the lined-hymns.
In performing these particular hymns, the majority of the men and women sang together
in unison. The texture was chiefly monophonic. However, due to embellishments of the melody
coupled with rhythmic independency, heterophonic texture was incidentally produced
sporadically. At Liberty M. B. Church, the investigator observed instances where a limited
number of singers (3-4) harmonized the melodic line at an interval of a third higher than the
common-voice octave. Harmonization did not occur at the time of this observation but was
witnessed by the investigator as the congregation sang a different lined-hymn (on another
Sunday) not used in the current study. The lined-hymn singing in all three churches studied was
predominantly sung in unison.

Lined-Hymn Singing Performance Practice and Procedures Based on Observations

In this section, the investigator noted the renditions as observed in three selected churches
identified in this study. The lining-out process consisted of a song leader who chanted a line of
the hymn, followed immediately by the congregation’s response with the same line sung. Since
each phrase was sung in this manner, this style is also referenced as ‘call & response.’ In all three
churches, the lined-hymns were performed during the devotional period as part of the worship
services (regular morning, evening, and special program worship services). Prior to singing a
lined-hymn, a member of the Deacon ministry would read a scripture before another member
began ‘raising’ or singing the hymn. A deacon (song leader) was primarily responsible for
‘pitching’ the hymn in a particular key area that was comfortable for himself as well as for the
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majority of the congregation. Due to the limited number of hymns that were used on a regular
basis, the congregations was very familiar with the text and melodic line. Various characteristics
used in lined-hymn singing included some of the following elements: vocal riffs, turns, slurs,
slides, and bending of pitches. The embellishment of the melodies sung by each song leader was
unique to each church. However, the congregations sang many similar ornamental patterns in
their execution of slurs, slides, mordents, turns, and rhythmic cadences within and between
hymns: “I Love the Lord, He Heard My Cry,” and “Must Jesus Bear the Cross Alone.” This was
primarily due to the two hymns being based on the same tune.

The performance procedures of lined-hymn singing of the selected churches were as
follows: 1) the song leader (deacon) chanted each textual line 1-4 (the ‘call’) in a fast-paced
ornamental style, and the congregation repeated each line (the ‘response’) in a slow prolonged
style with melisma. Both the call and response were done alternatively one line at a time. The
‘response’ was generally highly embellished by the song leader and congregation. The hymn was
completed after all four lines had been sung. 2) As the song leader chanted the third textual line,
he raised either one or both of his hands gesturing the congregation to stand while singing. The
song leader then gave a gesture downward signaling for the congregation to be seated at the
beginning of the fourth textual line. 3) After the fourth line was sung, the deacon then preceded
to lead the congregation in prayer. Standing up, in this instance, was viewed by leaders of this
tradition as a sign of honor and respect to God as the deacon prepared to lead the congregation in
corporate prayer. 4) After the lined-hymn was completed, other deacons, ‘Mothers,’ or other
members of the congregation would then follow-up with improvised ‘one-liners’157 as the deacon

One-liners – Single-line chants that are repeated once in an antecedent and consequent
melodic structure. They are stand-alone motifs that typically performed subsequently after a full
157
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continued to pray aloud. Many single-line chants (‘one-liners’) were sung continuously until the
conclusion of the prayer. 5) After the prayer ended, the congregation joined in singing together a
more standard hymn or upbeat gospel song at the time that is called “Congregational Singing” or
“Praise & Worship.” Such songs may be included in the following titles: “Glory, Glory,
Hallelujah,” “Come and Go to That Land,” “Shine on Me,” and “I’m On the Battlefield.”

Based on observations and previous visitations, most Missionary Baptist churches of the
northern Mississippi Delta have a designated seating section for the Deacons and Mothers
Ministry. Most often the section consists of a small number of pews that are positioned on
opposite sides of the church facing each other. Traditionally when performing the lined-hymns,
the Deacons that were in charge of the Devotion Service would lead the lined-hymns standing by
two chairs located at the front and center of the church by the communion table (one chair on
each side of the table). In recent years, some deacons chose to either lead the hymns standing in
the customary area, standing at a side podium, or in the deacons designated seating section of the
church.

Although the lined-hymns were predominantly led by male deacons that were in charge
of Devotion, members of the Mother’s ministry, and in modern times other women of the church
were supportive in the lined-hymn singing tradition by leading the ‘one-liners.’ In leading the
one-liners, there were no particular performance standards or procedures besides singing the
melodic lines. The ‘one-liner’ single-line chants were not necessarily titled, but started with the
text: “You’ve Come All the Way with Me,” “There’s A Man by the River,” “One Thing I

lined-hymn as a continuance during prayer or in supplication of a spiritual connection to the
Holy Spirit.
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Know,” “I Wouldn’t Have a Religion,” “Spirit Come in the Building,” and “Fire Keep On
Burning.” It is believed that these chants were created since the development of the lined-hymns
that are sung in the ‘Dr. Watts’ tradition. The composers of the melodies and texts of these
chants have not been found or identified in this study.

Method of Learning and/or Transmission
Hymns sung in the tradition associated with the ‘Dr. Watts’ lined-hymn style relied
heavily on oral tradition. The melody of these hymns has been passed down from person to
person by vocal imitation and demonstration rather than through written musical notation.
However, the text of some hymns has been compiled in anthologies such as the Benjamin
Lloyd’s Hymnbook,158 National Baptist Hymn Book,159 Gospel Pearls,160 and the Broadman
Hymnal.161 Informants have recalled instances where the lined-hymns have been rehearsed
within a special church auxiliary group named the ‘Dr. Watts Chorus.’

The rote method was the primary mode of instruction for this practice. In using this
method, it involved pastors, laymen, ‘mothers,’ or other elders of the church teaching other
participants the text and melodic lines aurally through vocal imitation. There is no printed
musical notation or instruments used to aid in learning the melodies. The melodies were
therefore learned by ear and memorized through repetition over a period of time. The song

Beverly Patterson, Joey Brackner, Joyce Cauthen H., William Dargan T., Benjamin
Lloyd’s Hymn Book: A Primitive Baptist Song Tradition. (Montgomery: Alabama Folklife
Association), 1.
159 Richard H. Boyd, National Baptist Hymn Book, 4th ed. (Nashville: National Baptist
Publishing Board, 1906), 1.
160
Willa A. Townsend, Gospel Pearls, (Nashville: Sunday School Publishing Board;
National Baptist Convention U.S.A., 1921), 1.
161
Baylus B. Mckinney, The Broadman Hymnal (Nashville: Broadman Press, 1940), 1.
158
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leaders learned the sequential pattern of the lining process by hearing and observing other song
leaders. Members of the congregation mainly learned the pattern with the guidance of the song
leader joined by other members who are well-versed in this practice.

Most learning opportunities occurred in group gatherings such as participation in
devotional periods at local churches, county or district associations, and state or national
conventions. In these settings, learning and performing occurred simultaneously. The song leader
chanted the text of the hymn one line at a time, allowing the participants to learn and recall the
words. The song leader signaled to the congregation the end of each textual phrase with the use
of a prolonged tone on the last syllable of the last word. The congregants that were familiar with
the melody used with the specific hymn, then combined it with the textual line that was
previously chanted by the song leader. Consequently, this produced the congregational response
that consisted of an extended melismatic passage that was highly ornamented. The places within
the melodic line where there was a high degree of ornamentation often resulted in heterophony
produced by the singing audience. The weak singers were supported by stronger voices within
the congregation who possessed adequate vocal agility and were most familiar with the melodic
line. The song leader, embodied musical leadership throughout the performance and provided
guidance for the congregation by singing more loudly and forcefully. Non-verbal communicative
gestures (such as raising and lowering of hands) were used by the song leader to prompt the
congregation when to stand, and at what point to be seated during the performance as a standard
part of the performing procedures.

The singing and performing procedures were solely facilitated by the song leader who
has been trained either directly or indirectly by other prominent song leaders. In modern years,
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these occasions may take place in informal and formal settings such as prayer meetings, biblestudy, chorus rehearsals or church services. In these instances, the pastor, deacon, Mother, or
other competent song leaders (male or female) would guide others in singing and performing the
lined-hymns. Most often, the learning experience existed as an observational apprenticeship
wherein the individuals studied the patterns and procedures of how other song leaders sang and
performed the lined-hymns. It should be noted that the investigator found no evidence of a
systematic or methodological approach to teaching others how to perform the lined-hymns.
Through vocal demonstration and observation, the potential song leaders learned the lyrics,
practiced singing the melodic lines, and grasped the performance procedures. No formal
instructional methodologies were discovered when asking key informants how they learned the
practice and procedures. However, the nature or technique of ‘lining-out’ and ‘call and response’
inadvertently in itself became a method or instructional process for learning how to sing and
perform the hymns. These methods or processes allowed for the text to be divided into four
phrases and reiterated one line at a time. The melody was also divided into four phrases sung one
line at a time. From a compositional standpoint, the first and third and the second and fourth
phrases paralleled each other melodically. The ‘response’ was always the reciprocal of the ‘call’
which identified the performing sequential pattern.

The melody and lyrics have historically been transmitted through oral tradition. The rotemethod of teaching has always been the apparatus for learning the lined-hymn practice.
Plausibly, one of the significant contributions of the lined-hymn tradition was the immediacy to
performance that it enabled for impromptu congregational singing.
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CHAPTER V:
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Discussion

Research has suggested that the early practices of lining-out were not an inherent factor
of early New England psalmody.162 Based on the writings of John Cotton (1647), Chase stated its
usage was not meant to be “mandatory or standard procedure in psalmody, but an optional
practice to be adopted under special circumstances.”163 Lining-out was contingent on the degree
of illiteracy, and/or scarcity of books in the congregation. After many years, this practice
transitioned in the American colonies as in England from psalmody to hymnody. When
introduced to African Americans, the integration of some West African and Gaelic Scottish
musical traditions and characteristics was retained in the practice of ‘Dr. Watts’ lined-hymn
singing. This particular style became something that was unique and distinctively found in the
African American religious community.

The West African Influence…

After missionaries, including those of Scottish decent, introduced the lining-out practice
to the slaves, the influences of African musical elements combined with those of western
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European art-forms resulted in a product of musical syncretism. In discussing the African
presence in America, Chase’s research indicates that “most slaves that were shipped to the ‘New
World’ came from the coastal area of West Africa, from Angola to the Ivory Coast, including
Nigeria, Dahomey (now Benin), and the western Congo (now Zaire).”164 Most of the African
cultural retentions in America can be traced to this region that includes the Ashanti, Dahomean,
Yoruba, Bini, and Congo tribes.165 It is important to note that singing was the characteristic
musical expression of black Africa as there were songs for every occasion: marriages and
funerals, ceremonies and festivals, love and war, work and worship.166 The alternation between
solo and chorus was a fundamental trait of most West African singing. This practice, which has
already been referenced as ‘call-and-response’ has been carried over into Afro-American music.
Other West African influences that were inherited into ‘Dr. Watts’ lined-hymn singing are
depicted in the writings of Richard Waterman:

While antiphonal song-patterning, whereby a leader sings phrases which alternate with
phrases sung by a chorus, is known all over the world, nowhere else is this form so
important as in Africa, where almost all songs are constructed in this manner. A
peculiarity of the African call-and-response pattern, found while the soloist is still
singing; the leader, on his part, begins his phrase before the chorus has finished. This
phenomenon is quite simply explained in terms of the African musical tradition of the
primacy of rhythm. The entrance of the solo or the chorus part on the proper beat of the
measure is the important thing, not the effects attained through antiphony or polyphony.
Examples of call-and-response music in which the solo part, for one reason or another,
drops out for a time, indicate clearly that the chorus part, rhythmical and repetitive, is the
mainstay of the songs and the one really inexorable component of their rhythmic
structure. The leader, receiving solid rhythmic support from the metrically accurate,
rolling repetition of phrases by the chorus, is free to embroider as he will.167
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In presenting an alternative hypothesis on an ‘African’ scale of fractional or microtonal
intervals, Ward argued that, “African melodies are essentially diatonic in structure, modified by a
liberal, and unregulated, use of portamento” (i.e., a slide from one note to another). Waterman
also described a specific feature of the diatonic African scale in stating that, “the tendency
toward variable intonation of the third and seventh of the scale has occasionally been noted in
West African music.” The diatonic scale with ambiguous intonation of the third and seventh
degrees typically being flattened is often found in the lined-hymns as practiced by African
Americans (this scale is the so-called blues scale of American popular music). W. E. Ward
commented, “The ‘weird’ intervals are most noticeable at the beginning and end of the tune or of
a phrase. Now it is at these places that the African, instead of endeavoring to end or begin his
phrase on a pure note as any European singer would, allows himself to slide on to the note or
down from it. It seems to be left to the individual to decide the range of the slide, and whether to
approach the note from above or below. A final note is always quitted in a downward slide."168

The Gaelic Scottish Influence

Lined-hymn singing, as practiced by African Americans, also has had connections of
heritage and musical characteristics similar to Gaelic psalmody. During the mid-seventeenth
century, “the Scottish church accepted lining out reluctantly under a directive from the
Westminster Assembly.”169 However around a century later, attempts were made to abolish the
practice, and resentment erupted among the congregants. In some parishes, the custom was not
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abandoned until well into the nineteenth century.170 According to Curwen, “‘Lining-out,’ which
had at first been resented, a concession to illiterate England, was clung to as a vital principle.”171
Curwen documented the following at the time when Gaelic psalmody could still be heard in
Highland parishes in much the same manner as it was one hundred years earlier: “There are five
tunes—French, Martyrs, Stilt (or York), Dundee, and Elgin—which are the traditional melodies
used for the Psalms. These have been handed down from generation to generation, amplified by
endless grace notes, and altered according to the fancy of every precentor. When used, they are
sung so slowly as to be beyond recognition…. Each parish and each precentor had differences of
detail, for the variations were never written or printed, but were handed down by tradition.”172
Chase reported that in 1844, Dr. Joseph Mainzer compiled a monograph titled, Gaelic Psalm
Tunes of Ross-shire, wherein he collected vestiges of the traditional psalmody that had been
handed down through many generations.173 In the Gaelic tradition, it is important to note that
“vocally inflected lining-out became integral to the style.”174 This technique was also intrinsic to
‘Dr. Watts’ lined-hymn singing in certain African American churches. Chase highlighted the
following procedures:

The precentor gives out one line at a time, chanting it on the tonic or dominant, according
to the key of the tune. The dominant is preferred, but if it is too high or too low for the
voice, the tonic is taken. The chant is not always on a monotone: it often touches the tone
next above. The congregation then sings the line with much elaboration of the melody.175
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The African American Amalgamation

Retaining such fundamental principles and vocal traits from West African heritages and
the blended elements of eighteenth-century Anglo-American and Scottish psalmody and
hymnody transformed lined-hymn singing within the black population. In Alan Lomax’s
research study, “The Homogeneity of African-Afro-American Musical Style,” he stated the
following: “In spite of the fact that blacks in the American colonies learned the various musical
languages of their masters, they always adapted these novel musical devices to their ongoing
black African stylistic practices….Afro-American music, considered as a whole, is a sub-system
of a continental Black African style tradition that seems to be one of the most ancient, consistent,
and fertile of world musical families.”176 “The vital African elements in America’s music indeed
bear witness to the fertile impact of a deeply rooted tradition.”177

Historically, as this amalgamation continued to develop, it created a stylistic art-form
possessing characteristics that are intrinsic to specific African American churches. As a result,
lining-out became something far greater than an aid to enable participants in congregational
singing. It became a cultural musical tradition that played an integral part in the religious
experience of African American congregants.
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The Development of Independent African American Churches

A massive missionary effort occurred between the years 1865–1900 when northern black
leaders such as Daniel A. Payne and Theophilus Gould Steward established missions that
resulted in a growth of independent black churches in the Southern states.178 As the black
Protestants continued to withdraw participation from the white churches, they carried with them
the lining-out practice.179 Walker stated that there were a few independent African American
churches that were developed in the late eighteenth century (in the North and South), “but no
great numbers of physical structures in proportion to the total Black population appeared until
after the Emancipation Proclamation.”180 Many of the freed African Americans that were once
enslaved, flocked to the established churches: African Methodist Episcopal, African Methodist
Episcopal Zion, and Baptist that preceded Emancipation.181 Although all of the historic ‘black’
denominations grew phenomenally, “the overwhelming majority of freedmen (ex-slaves) became
Baptists, as evidenced by the disproportionate ratio of Baptist churches that persist even to the
present.”182 Walker pointed out key factors that contributed to this denominational imbalance: 1)
African Americans were attracted to the water rite of immersion practiced by the Baptist, and to
their style of worship. This was mainly due to the identifiable traits of continuity between their
African heritage and the Baptist practice. 2) It was simpler to organize a Baptist church than any
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other denomination primarily because of the autonomous and democratic tradition of individual
church governance that was more befitting for the newly freed emancipated slaves.183

The Baptist influx was paralleled in proportional growth among three major Methodist
bodies: African Methodist Episcopal, African Methodist Episcopal Zion, and the newly
organized Christian Methodist Episcopal. The northern white Methodists also had a sizeable
‘black’ following, but it was in the historic African American churches that the music of the
forefathers was preserved and varied as a reflection of the social context in which they grew and
developed.184

Social Significance of Lined-Hymn Singing in Churches of African Americans

All the political and social progress that African Americans accomplished was nullified
shortly after the period of Reconstruction. The once acclaimed vision of hope as a result of the
passage of the Thirteenth, Fourteenth, and Fifteenth Amendments was impaired as a result of
President Rutherford B. Hayes’s removal of the troops from the South.185 Lomax asserted that
folk music serves as a “cultural indicator.”186 “The music of the slaves, in its style and context,
has much to say about the people, their circumstance, and how they responded to a specific
social context.”187 Likewise, this opinion presented that the variations of music sung during PostReconstruction, “whether created, doctored, appropriated, blackened—whatever—would also be
in some measure an index to their response to the changing and shifting social context.”188
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Lined-hymn singing, essentially, supports this concept. In essence, this style of singing captured
a reflection of what African Americans were experiencing; but communicated through song.

Names Used to Reference Lined-Hymn Singing

Over the years, lined-hymn singing has been referenced by different names. According to
Tallmadge, “lining-out was the most familiar term.”189 “The term ‘deaconing’ was better known
in England,”190 and the ‘old way of singing’ was widely used in the colonies. The descriptive
terms ‘surge-singing’ or ‘surging’ were also used by researchers such as George Pullen Jackson
who observed the ‘Negro’ practice.’191 As implemented by independent African American
congregations, it was called ‘long meter,’ ‘metered hymns,’ and ‘Dr. Watts.’192 As for African
American churches in the Mississippi Delta, the term ‘Dr. Watts’ was found to be more
commonly associated with this musical tradition. The usage of lined-hymn singing performed in
the style called ‘Dr. Watts,’ generally has been dominated by African American Missionary
Baptists.193
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The Cultural Beliefs and Musical Practices of African American Missionary Baptist Churches
and Non-Missionary Baptist Churches That Did or Did Not Maintain the Dr. Watts’s Singing
Tradition

The historical accounts, modern opinions and commentary on the experiences of various
prominent congregants of Baptist churches of two distinct worship styles helped to identify
characteristic traits associated with specific musical traditions. The investigator also perceived a
turning point in history that exposed the cultural beliefs of African American religious views in
the early development of independent black churches in the North and South. Interestingly, these
religious viewpoints helped shape the style of worship and musical culture of the Baptist
churches located in the Mississippi Delta region. It is suggested that the two contrasting styles of
worship, Missionary Baptist and non-Missionary Baptist; coupled with their musical customs,
resulted from differences in theological tenets of faith and adherence, perception of class, and
adoption of heritage and tradition.

Religious Philosophical Differences Between Northern and Southern African Americans

Maffly-Kipp stated that following the Civil War, missionaries tasked to build new
churches and schools facilitated improvement of the literacy level of Southern blacks as had
already been done in the North.194 These educational and economic achievements promoted the
rise of many African American leaders who began to establish themselves outside of church in
politics, education, and other professions. These developments created tensions between blacks
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of the north and south. African Americans of the north saw themselves as the superiors and
mentors of their less fortunate Southern counterparts; who had their own ideas about how to
worship, work, and live. Maffly-Kipp pointed out that missionaries like Daniel Payne (an
African Methodist Episcopal bishop) sought to educate Southern blacks about what ‘true’
Christianity looked like. Northern missionaries wanted to convince ex-slaves not to continue any
remnants of African musical practices such as drumming, dancing, or moaning.195 Their ideal
style of religious worship embraced a more solemn and/or intellectual style. This theological
difference of opinion on how worship should be done, is one aspect that may have influenced the
musical traditions that are associated with various styles of worship in African American
churches. The Southern ex-slaves eventually became less open to accepting the help and support
from northern parishioners who “saw Southern black worship as hopelessly heathen.”196
Anecdotally, it seems that some remnants of these older cultural beliefs and sentiments found in
the preferences and viewpoints of some senior-age congregants are, or have been affiliated with
the Baptist denomination now and in years past.

Factors that Impact the Style of Worship

One factor that influenced the worship styles and musical traditions was centered around
educational values and/or differences. Historically, Southern blacks, most of whom were
forbidden from learning to read and write, viewed religion as a matter of oral tradition and
immediate experience and emotion. Northerners, however, believed that one could not truly be
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Christian with the inability to read the Bible.197 This fundamental skill was seen as a necessity to
understand the creeds and written literature that accompanied a more textually-oriented religious
system.198 Generally, least educated, poorer and more rural church congregations gravitated to
the older customs and to more experimental forms of worship. Considering the majority of
Southern blacks remained in rural areas, their lack of exposure caused adherents to cling to the
traditions inherited from the ‘hush harbors’199 of slavery. In this ritualistic practice, African
Americans freely mixed African rhythms, singing, and beliefs with evangelical Christianity.

Freedom, and the perception of class were also viewed as contributing factors that
delineate the style of worship and musical traditions various Baptist churches possess. New
found freedom brought with it opportunities for “self-improvement and getting-ahead.”200
Walker noted that following the abolition of slavery, the hymn texts of Dr. Watts flourished in
the African American Church.201 These hymns primarily gained momentum because “educated
Blacks frowned upon spirituals because they were a reminder of hardships they once
endured.”202 Considering the texts of Dr. Watts’s hymns were from “dominant white culture and
slaves were now free, the impulse for imitation was natural and understandable, religiously and
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otherwise.”203 Eventually, the numbers of middle-class African Americans grew in Southern
cities along with their “interest in a more codified and uniform religious experience like that of
the North.”204 After the 1880s, particularly in urban areas of the South, middle-class African
Americans began to build a religious life much like that of their white counter-parts.205 This led
to the decline or hesitancy of some churches in adopting and continuing the tradition of liningout hymns.
African American ‘Non-Missionary’ Baptist Churches Customs or Tendencies

Historically, Baptist churches of African Americans that were comprised of congregants
who are predominantly well-educated and better established economically, tended to reflect the
religious values and musical cultures of Euro-Americans and/or as depicted in the description of
black Northern congregants following the abolition of slavery. In modern years, perceptually
these types of congregations were viewed as being sophisticated and uppity.
Pastor Earl V. Hall206 expressed an opinion that some members of his church may have
been taught that lined-hymns do not conform to the hymns in the standard hymnbook. This was
based on the premise that some African Americans viewed lined-hymn singing as inferior and
obsolete, particularly for those who viewed literacy as having greater primacy and spiritual
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authenticity to worship. He mentioned that these congregants aimed to be more mainstream in
comparison to practices of Anglo-Saxons and/or Southern Baptist207 churches (who have long
ago ceased to using the lining-out method). Hall expressed the belief system of some members as
exemplified in the following statement, “we want to move from being in the country; and we
want to come uptown.”208 He asserted that people that shared this mindset did not believe that
traditional norms were sophisticated enough to survive in mainstream America. After listening to
the opinions of his congregation over the years, Hall believed his membership did not adopt the
tradition of lined-hymn singing because of what educational standards had intended to change.
He argued that these preferences are attributed more to class than worship or a relationship with
God.209 “In other words, we may feel like we are upper class; a little more prestigious. So now
since we are that; So now, we don’t do that!”210 In contrast, Hall also noted that there are other
affluent churches that have just as many educators and professional folk that do perform the
lined-hymns. This indicates that the musical traditions of Baptist churches were not always
differentiated by congregants’ educational values.

The ambience of some Baptist churches which do not maintain the lined-hymn singing
tradition may be compared to that mood or climate typically found in an educational setting. In
this context, a minister would preach in a manner that has a delivery style that may be equated to
a lecture. Some members in this type of worship setting generally find it least befitting to give
verbal responses of affirmation and confirmation aloud. To do so, would have been viewed as a
distraction. Based on Hall’s observations, these members tend to be more solemn, and advocate
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for professionalism in the worship setting that may perceptually be viewed as more formal.
Congregants who adhere to this belief endeavor to make behavioral distinctions of themselves
from some who may be perceived as the ‘common person.’ In essence, ‘raising the bar’ in
creating an intellectual worship experience was supported and promoted due to their acquired
educational advancements.

Lined-hymns, although not performed regularly in non-Missionary Baptist churches, are
still sometimes maintained. Some churches of this nature will perform these hymns during a
special occasion such as a Church Anniversary or Black History program. In these settings, the
hymns are used to pay homage to the African American heritage. From an evangelical and
witnessing standpoint, they are sometimes used during revival services. Hall alluded that revival
services are more communal whereby church officials typically extended invitations to other
churches to participate. Therefore in this forum, lined-hymns are encouraged during devotional
services to “stir up the spirituality of individuals,”211 and may be led by members of other
churches. He facetiously admitted, “but now after that’s over with, and we resume our regular
scheduled program; That’s it! It goes back out the door!”212

There are several visual and architectural features that are common with churches that
adopt the worship style, and musical traditions of non-Missionary Baptist churches. In describing
the outer appearance of the church structures, they tended to be relatively large. Some
architectural designs included tall front main-entries with several steps, high ceilings, balconies,
and stained-glass windows. These churches had a more standardized liturgy or formal method of
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religious worship that also included ritualistic processionals for the choir and/or the senior
pastor. The musical custom consisted of using standard hymn-books, printed sheet music,
fundamental vocal-singing techniques, four-part harmonization, and using formally trained
musicians. Traditional gospel repertoire was sparingly used and performed with strict metrical
patterns. The electronic organ, piano, and in some churches pipe organ were instruments
typically used in worship service. Instruments such as tambourine, drums and guitars formerly
were frowned upon and may have been viewed as inappropriate for religious worship. Rocking,
clapping and swing beat syncopation were not prominent features of choral performance in these
worship settings.

African American Missionary Baptist Churches

In many rural Baptist churches where the congregants are moderately educated and
identify themselves as middle class citizens, their adherents are more inclined to attend smaller
Baptist churches that reflect values of a common person. Perceptually, these congregants were
viewed as middle class citizens and less sophisticated. However, it is important to note that the
term commoners do not always equate to a person having a lesser title, rank, or level of
education. Some church constituents choose to separate academic etiquette and professionalism
and/or standards of the educational setting or workplace from the church and worship setting.

The worship setting of Missionary Baptist churches is relatively livelier. Religious
expressions can be observed openly through visual and audible responses. Such responses may
include words of affirmation like ‘Yes Lord,’ ‘Amen,’ ‘Teach Pastor,’ ‘Say That,’ ‘Thank You
Jesus,’ ‘Hallelujah,’ and ‘Praise the Lord.’ Members can be seen waving their hands, swaying or
rocking from side to side or front to back, or standing up. These communicative responses, by
124

the congregants, are used as marks of approval, or outward expressions of aesthetic connections
induced through spiritual means. In patterning some of the characteristic elements of WestAfrican traditions that were associated with the ‘hush harbors’ or ‘praise houses’ during slavery,
chanted preaching by ministers may often be heard. The preaching is often echoed by chanted
words of expression from the congregation tuning to the tonal center of the minister onto words
like ‘Well’ and ‘Un Huh.’ Other bodily movements such as rocking and clapping were natural
components in this style of worship. Occasional shouts, involuntary outbursts and other spiritfilled manifestations along with verbal religious expressions were welcomed, otherwise solicited,
and expected.

The liturgical methods of religious worship were less formal in presentation, but in some
churches did include a processional of the choir. Certain elements of improvisation (in regards to
the order of service) were permitted in deference to, and in reverence of, a shift by the presence
of the Holy spirit. The musical repertoire included ‘Dr. Watts’ lined-hymns, regular standard
hymns, and traditional gospel music. The musical practices of this worship style included rote
music learning, three/four-part harmonization, gospel/blues vocal-singing techniques, and
techniques typically performed by non-classically trained musicians. Initially, instruments such
as the Hammond electronic organ, and piano were used for accompaniment. This contrasted the
pipe organ typically seen in non-Missionary Baptist churches. However, the inclusion of these
instruments maintained a class status of providing musical excellence while retaining the tonal
quality of the 'common' voice of the local congregants. As gospel music traditions were included
in worship services, to accompany these differing performance vocal styles, the drum-set,
tambourine, and bass guitar were added to the instrumentation.
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Synopsis

It is important to note that the Baptist churches of African Americans in the South, at
certain pivotal times, served several capacities for their constituents. Pastor Hall213 pointed out
that whereas white wealthy people were able to go visit a therapist (e.g., clinician, counselor,
psychologist, and/or psychiatrist), most African Americans came to the ‘black church’ for
emotional and therapeutic spiritual healing facilitated by the minister. He affirmed that the
minister took on these additional roles, other than the minister as he addressed various issues
within his sermons and other messages. The ministry did not only address spiritual doctrinal
beliefs and teachings, but also ongoing pertinent social ills that impacted, and continues to
impact, the society. Hall believed that this dialogue played a part in how people responded in the
worship service. This dialogue was a continuation of the care given in counseling, both
individually and collectively as a community. In Missionary Baptist churches, the responses may
be reverberated as preachers may ask: “Can I get an ‘Amen’?”; “Can I get a witness?”; or “Did
you hear me?” These verbalized interactions with the minister and congregation were another
example of ‘call and response.’
Hall reiterated that the “preacher loves it when the congregation reacts to his message,”
which created a lively experience. In this lay another distinguishable effect of the worship
experience of non-Missionary Baptist churches from the Missionary Baptist churches, that of
active discourse, dialogue and engagement in the spoken Word, scripture, and music. Members
of non-Missionary Baptist churches contend that noisiness does not mean that it is more spiritual.
These members believe that they can be just as spiritual in their quietness. Hall acknowledges
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this perceived dichotomy between the two church worship styles in which the scriptures in the
Bible admonishes people to be quiet and at other times to respond as being participatory in their
engagement in worship.

The cultural beliefs and musical practices of Baptist churches of African Americans
played a significant role in understanding which type of Baptist churches regularly practiced
lined-hymn singing. It appeared that the beliefs and traditions have been informally cultivated
and passed down from the elders to other members of the congregation. As a result, the church
took on an identity that is representative of the commonality of values and principles found
within its membership. The evidence presented in this section suggested that the philosophical
viewpoints, perception of class, and educational values all influenced the style of worship and
musical traditions within the Baptist churches of the studied region.

In viewing the wider community of the Mississippi Delta Baptist church population of
today, making sweeping assumptions to classify all African American Baptist churches into one
general characteristic grouping or the other may reveal some misconceptions. The worship
experience, and musical traditions of these churches over the last twenty years have become
more progressive. The passing of elders of older cultural and ritualistic beliefs, demographic
shifts, and cultural changes have caused congregations to become more complex. Although
African American Baptist churches of the Mississippi Delta have appeared to be heading toward
a homogeneity, the integrity of its heritage and traditions still remain in the evidence associated
with its current elders, belief systems and musical practices. The investigator found that ‘Dr.
Watts’ lined-hymn singing traditions, predominantly, were maintained or practiced formerly in
churches that mainly identified with the Missionary Baptist style of worship.
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Summary
The ‘Dr. Watts’ lined-hymn singing tradition, as performed in African American Baptist
churches of the northern Mississippi Delta region, is a unique musical practice that has survived
for approximately 150 years. This practice has been maintained through oral tradition. The
hymns that were sung in this style have been passed down by elders of the church from
generation to generation. Although there were several psalms and hymns written for
congregational worship, hymns sung in the ‘Dr. Watts’s’ tradition were preferred among early
congregants. African Americans were drawn to Dr. Watts’s hymns because of their connection to
the text. The text provided a sense of hope and faith for immediate application to life and was
relevant to their current troubled societal experiences. The hymns did not merely serve as a
component in religious ceremony that expresses faith in God, but also filtered connotative
overtones that expressed the survival of the trials and tribulations of the African American
experience over the ages.
The ‘Dr. Watts’ lined-hymns were, and still remain a vital liturgical procedural
component used in the three selected churches in this study. Over the last seventy-five years,
these hymns were relegated to being performed during the devotional period of regular worship
services and other special church programs. However, in certain occurrences when the worship
service became highly spirited, the Pastor sometimes extemporaneously, led a lined-hymn either
before or after a sermon.
Information gathered from the interviewees revealed that the church’s leadership and
elders significantly valued the heritage and/or custom of this practice. A preference to maintain
this tradition was deeply rooted in tradition, a style of congregational worship passed down from
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the forefathers of the church. No attempt was made to assess the members of younger agegroups.
Although this practice was inherited from Anglo Europeans, West African singing and
Gaelic psalm or hymn singing may have had the greater influence on the characteristics and
sounds of the ‘Dr. Watts’ lined-hymn style. The most recognized West African influences were:
1) call-and-response interactions that included the alternation between solo (song leader) and
chorus (congregation) with leader and chorus overlapping. In singing the ‘Dr. Watts,’ hymns, the
overlap typically occurred slightly before the congregation finished the last 1-2 syllables; 2) uses
of portamento by which the singers slide or slur from one note to another. This technique was
typically employed at the ending of words and added an element of expressiveness that is very
‘feelingful’ or ‘lament-like;’ 3) the usage of the flattened third and seventh scale degree; and 4)
ending notes typically occurred on the last syllable of phrase endings within the ‘response.’ This
usually allowed the song leader to establish a subsequent entry point for the upcoming ‘call’
phrase. The two most recognized Gaelic influences included: 1) Habitual use of embellishments.
The ornamentation consisted of any combination of grace notes, turns, appoggiaturas, slides,
pedal points, and mordents; and 2) Vocal fluctuations of the textural line that was chanted by the
precentor or song leader. In the ‘Dr. Watts’ tradition, this was executed by the song leader for
each ‘call’ phrase. The series of notes add up to a recognizable whole by which the congregation
identified the tune and key area.
Oral tradition is the custom by which the ‘Dr. Watts’ lined-hymns have been learned and
transmitted throughout their existence. Considering that this mode of communication is subjected
to issues of reliability, it is presumed that unintentional changes to melodic intervals have
occurred over a period of time. However, these melodies and renditions are accepted as accurate
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and authentic representations of how the forefathers sang these hymns. Nevertheless, the
investigator found very minimal differences in the renditions performed between the three
churches selected for this study. It stands to reason those fewer changes may have occurred in
churches located in closer regions or proximity and greater changes may be found when
compared to geographical regions that are farther away.
Lined-Hymn Sources
This investigation revealed that the repertoire of lined-hymns used in the selected
churches was relatively small. There are only three to four different lined-hymns that were
performed in regular rotation over fifty-two calendar Sundays within a year. Therefore, these
songs were often performed, very familiar, and well-learned by the congregants of all three
churches.
Performance Practice
The performance practice of lined-hymn singing in this study suggests that, although
there are similarities and differences in how these hymns are performed, elements of
commonality were found frequently. The differences were relatively insignificant, and the
nuance sometimes goes unnoticed by visitors from other churches as they blend in singing the
hymns naturally. The observation of performing procedures used detailed steps that were similar.
Members of the Deacon Ministry or a minister in the pulpit served as the primary song leaders of
lined-hymn singing in the church. Women of the Mother’s Ministry or choir served in a support
role in leading these hymns (mainly the one liners). All other congregants served as voluntary
participants in the congregational response.
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Role of the Song Leader & General Characteristics
The role of the song leader was quite significant in the performance of lined-hymn
singing. Their leadership provided guidance and set the spiritual tone for all participants. In
traditional Missionary Baptist churches where the membership is relatively small, specific hymns
may be assigned to, or sung by, an individual who is most familiar in performing a particular
hymn. In instances where there are a limited number of song leaders, it is not uncommon to find
the majority of the lined-hymns led by the same individual. The song leader has the
responsibility of selecting the hymn and leading the singing for devotional services. They were
also responsible for pitching the songs in a key that is comfortable for themselves and conducive
for full participation by the congregation.
Each church that maintained lined-hymn singing had song leaders who were highly
regarded as exceptional singers of this tradition. The vocal force, timbre, and technique of some
soloists were very distinctive. In describing the quality of the voice of some noted song leaders,
one may use the words: strong, rasp-like, and passionate. Pastor Nathaniel Chuck Pollard stated
that these qualities came naturally for those who went through some struggles and had trial and
tribulation experiences; “and for those who can admit who had brought us thus far.”214 He
believed that the leaders and congregations sang with so much power and passion; due to their
struggle of going through so much as being a black person in America. Pollard also intimated,
“most average black folks can sing…. That comes from inheritance.”215 Pollard then recalled
instances of how he witnessed African Americans singing the lined-hymns while working in the
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Interview with Chuck Nathaniel Pollard, serves as Pastor of Galena Missionary
Baptist Church in Tutwiler, MS.
215 Interview with Chuck Pollard.
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fields in order to keep themselves going in the heat of the day. He mentioned that in earlier times
the older folks had a saying; “it’s so hot out here, that you can see the gorillas jumping across the
fields.”216 Pollard said that they would “sing the lined-hymns and it would get their minds off of
the heat and on Christ.”217 Likewise, he stated that in the church, lined-hymns got your mind off
material things and tuned in to the spiritual warfare. Pollard viewed the struggles of our current
times as a spiritual fight, and that the hymns kept the worshippers together.218
Results of Musical Analysis
The pentatonic scale was the basis for two of three hymns used in this study with the
exception of one hymn centered around the major-scale tonality. Melodies were contained within
ranges of a perfect fifth up to a major or minor- six and perfect octave. It was not uncommon for
the song leader to occasionally reach the sixth scale degree on a high point of musical climax
during emotional moments within the textual ‘call’ phrases.
The melodic lines were performed with ornamentation that occurred frequently. These
occurrences were intensified as the song leader and participants in the congregation became
deeply emotional and moved spiritually. Due to the improvisational nature of lined-hymn
singing, the melodic line was varied slightly between congregations. It is of the opinion of the
investigator, that the embellishments, coupled with the melodic intervallic structure, shared in
creating the uniqueness of its lament-like sound.

Interview with Chuck Pollard.
Interview with Chuck Pollard.
218 Interview with Chuck Pollard.
216
217
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All lined-hymns within this study were performed in Common Meter (8/6/8/6). The
melodies were arranged in four textual phrases (A/B/A′/ B′) that were identical or slightly
modified. Tempos of the hymns were moderately slow with a free rhythmic flow that was
dependent upon the melodic structure and words of the text respectively.
The lined-hymn singing was basically monophonic. However, due to the improvisational
tendencies, rhythmic independence, and heightened emotional occurrences, heterophony texture
became a small component.219 The majority of the congregants sang the ‘response’ in the
common octave along with the song leader. Some females, that have higher voice registers, sang
one octave higher than the common voice-part. Likewise, some men that have lower voice
registers sang one octave lower than the common voice-part.
The lined-hymns were performed unaccompanied in two of the three churches observed.
The investigator witnessed a few occasions wherein the lined-hymns were accompanied by
instruments (such as keyboard, organ, bass guitar and drums) as performed by Mt. Zion M.B.
Church. Although the lined-hymns were historically performed unaccompanied, the investigator
had observed other churches (not included in the study) that allowed these hymns to be
accompanied. These instances mainly occurred in churches that had younger musicians that may,
or may not, have had approval to do so. However, with the influence of accompaniment in
Gospel music, and the influx of younger generational musicians, this seems to be the future trend
for churches that will continue this musical practice.
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Occasionally, harmony was sporadically produced at an interval of a third above the
melodic line. The transcriptions will not show this evidence because it was not observed at the
times when the recordings took place.
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Conclusion
The investigator believes that the decline of lined-hymn singing in African American
Baptist churches of the northern Mississippi Delta was not solely attributed to waning interest
among younger congregants. Based on anecdotal evidence, there is a combination of various
contributing factors. The practice of ‘Dr. Watts’ lined-hymn singing may eventually disappear
from churches due to the following reasons: (a) the increasing sophistication of church members
leading to their rejection of "old time" values; (b) the use of instrumental accompaniments,
trained choirs and musicians; (c) the influence of contemporary gospel, rock, and popular music;
and (d) failure of older church members to encourage lined-hymn singing among the younger
generation.
It is in the opinion of the investigator, that a problematic factor is that there is no system
of cultivation or forum created to teach other song leaders and congregations the performance
practices of these hymns. Another deciding factor results from the limitations of song leaders
being relegated predominately to members of the Deacon Ministry who are very few in number.
It is not a requirement for the deacon to serve as a song leader and there are only a few deacons
that feel comfortable singing in this capacity. Other factors result from the influence of gospel
music, and the changing trends in styles of worship that are becoming more progressive in the
modern church. Music ministries of churches have now become more planned, developed,
rehearsed and deliberate in their approach to style of worship. Smaller ensembles known as
‘Praise Teams,’ have now been developed to lead in corporate worship singing. They use Gospel
and/or Contemporary Christian Music during devotional services (also known as ‘Praise and
Worship’).
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Over the last three to four decades, ‘Dr. Watts’ lined-hymns were a crucial part of the
devotional services in many African American Missionary Baptist churches throughout the
South. Within the last two decades, however, modern and contemporary forms of praise and
worship gospel songs have diminished the usage of the ‘Dr. Watts’ lined-hymns. Many churches
have now turned to using praise and worship teams that have become increasingly popular within
the last ten years. With the influx of newer forms of Gospel music and praise teams within the
African American Baptist Church, the Dr. Watts style of singing has increasingly waned in
interest among younger and more progressive congregations. This singing style has now
predominantly been relegated to the devotional period of the regular morning worship services,
evening services, and/or special programs in Baptist churches that maintain this music tradition.
The congregations of Mt. Olive M. B. Church, Liberty M. B. Church and Mt. Zion M. B. Church
have been attentive to these changes, and utilize the newer styles of music in their worship
services. However, they currently remain committed to singing the ‘Dr. Watts’ lined-hymns in
maintaining this musical tradition.
Recommendations
Strong evidence suggests that the practice of lined-hymn singing has existed in the
northern Mississippi Delta for many years. The limited number of lined-hymns that are
maintained suggest that many songs are forgotten and points to a musical tradition that is nearing
extinction. Churches have become more generational and their style of worship and musical
traditions tend to cater to its constituents. Although this musical tradition is becoming even less
understood by younger generations and forgotten by older generations, it is worth further
documentation. Another area of focus may be directed as a comparative study of lined-hymn
singing in other geographical regions. Further research may also be guided to trace and compare
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the musical characteristics of lined-hymn singing as performed by African Americans to that
which has been performed in the Gaelic Scottish religious community. Sampling similar musical
traits and/or characteristics of some West African music as compared to the ‘Dr. Watts’ singing
style may also be an area of interest. May the religious music transmitted of, and from, the
African American ancestry not be forgotten. For it reminds us, and tell of stories and
experiences, that we as a nation of immigrants, should remember in order to continue to move
forward.
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APPENDIX A

Maps

FIGURE 31. Map of Mississippi showing Delta region.
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FIGURE 32. Map of the North Mississippi Delta region showing the cities and counties of the
studied area. The cities of the three locations of the churches used in this study are highlighted in
blue: Mound Bayou (Bolivar County); Lyons (Coahoma County); and Lambert (Quitman
County).
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APPENDIX B

Description of Selected Churches (Lined-Hymn Sources)

Mount Olive Missionary Baptist Church
Mount Olive M. B. Church is located within an historic all African American community,
Mound Bayou, MS. Written reports indicate that Mount Olive M. B. Church was organized in
January 1915. This church is a member of the Bolivar County Baptist Association. The church
has approximately 113 active members who attend regularly. The membership consists of
approximately 56% females (including women and girls) and 44% males (including men and
boys). The church’s population mainly consists of teachers, public school administrators, state
correctional facility personnel, bank and store clerks, and factory workers. The educational status
of the members ranges from a high school diploma to a doctoral degree.
The church has regular morning worship service and Sunday School on every Sunday within the
calendar year. Bible study and choir rehearsals are generally scheduled on a mid-week day, once
per week. The choir consists of singers who have been taught in school by professional music
educators. It should also be noted, that many singers within this church participated in a
collegiate choir in their educational background.
Liberty Missionary Baptist Church
Liberty M. B. Church is an African American church that is located in the small city of Lyon,
MS. Highway 161, (formerly known as Hwy. 61), bisects the city in terms of race population and
most African Americans reside on the west side. The church building actually sits on the east
side in the predominant Caucasian community. Many of Liberty’s members reside in the city of
Clarksdale, MS, which is a larger predominantly African American community.
Liberty M. B. Church was founded around the year of 1866 by former ex-slaves. This church is
the oldest established African American church of Coahoma County. Currently, the church has
approximately 129 active members who attend regularly. The membership consists of
approximately 58% females (including women and girls) and 42% males (including men and
boys). The church’s population mainly consists of teachers, public school employees, public
utilities personnel, bank and store clerks, nurses and pharmaceutical assistants and county
officials. The educational status of the members ranges from a high school diploma to a Master’s
degree.
The church has regular morning worship service and Sunday School on every Sunday within the
calendar year. Bible study and choir rehearsals are generally scheduled on a mid-week day once
per week. Many singers within this church participated in collegiate choirs throughout their
tenure at 2-year and 4-year institutions.
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New Mt. Zion Missionary Baptist Church
The New Mount Zion M. B. Church was organized in 1918. It is believed that the church was
first called Mount Zion and later rename New Mount Zion under the leadership of Rev. W. L.
Morgan. New Mount Zion M.B. Church is an African American church that is located in the
small city of Lambert, MS located in Quitman County. This church is a member of the Quitman
County Baptist Association and an affiliate of the National Baptist Convention of USA. The
church has approximately 125 active members who attend regularly. The membership consists of
approximately 70% females (including women and girls) and 30% males (including men and
boys). The church’s population mainly consists of teachers, public school administrators, state
correctional facility personnel, bank clerks, self-employed entrepreneurs and a nurse. The
educational status of the members ranges from a high school diploma to a doctoral degree.
New Mount Zion has regular morning worship service and Sunday School on every Sunday
within the calendar year. Bible study and choir rehearsals are generally scheduled on a mid-week
day, once per week. The choir consists of singers who have been taught in school by professional
music educators. It should also be noted, that many singers in this church participated with a
collegiate choir in their educational background.
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APPENDIX C

Church History of Selected Lined-Hymn Sources

Mount Olive Missionary Baptist Church
Church History (In Partial)
Mount Olive Missionary Baptist Church was organized in January 1915 and is a direct
outgrowth of Green Grove Missionary Baptist Church, now known as the First Baptist Church of
this city.
In 1915, seeking peace and freedom, a small band of sisters and brothers received letters of
dismissal from the Green Grove Missionary Baptist Church. Before the organization of the new
church membership, a prayer meeting was held at the home of Rev. P. M. Chestnut. A series of
prayer meetings were held until the organization of the Church on the fourth Sunday, January 22,
1915. Temporary officers were elected. Later in the meeting it was determined by vote that these
officers should serve permanently. Rev. E. L. Dickerson suggested that the young church be
named Mt. Olive Missionary Baptist Church and they all agreed.
The church used Jake's Hall as a location for their worship services. The members felt they
needed a pastor to lead and instruct them. Consequently, Rev. J. A. Scott, a resident of this city
at that time was elected the first pastor of the Mount Olive Missionary Baptist Church.
In the fall of 1915, the old hall was torn down so preparations could be made to start building a
church. Rev. J. A. Scott, the pastor, was elected to another church. He resigned and moved to
Binghampton TN. The Reverend C. H. Taylor was then elected as pastor in the fall of 1921.
Rev. Taylor led the members into the new sanctuary.
Rev. Aaron A. Thompson, the assistant pastor of the Mount Olive Church, and the principal of
the Baptist Normal School was dutiful in all the church's activities. All of Rev. Thompson's
family and the boarding students of the Mound Bayou Normal School were regular in attendance
at Mt. Olive. Feeling that Rev. Thompson was well prepared to take up the task of a shepherd to
lead the flock, the membership elected him as pastor in the fall of 1930. For his first sermon as
pastor of Mount Olive, Rev. Thompson chose a subject and text from John 12:32.
"And I, if I be lifted up from the earth, will draw all men unto me". Rev. A. A. Thompson served
the Mount Olive Church congregation with love, faith and devotion for 48 years until God called
him to even a greater charge.220

Monica Micou (church member), edited and compiled this document on the
history and/or development of Mount Olive M. B. Church.
220
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FIGURE 22. Picture of Mount Olive M. B. Church, Mound Bayou, MS.

Liberty Missionary Baptist Church
Church History
In 1861, there were 112 Negro slaves added to the Sunflower Baptist Church (white),
now known as the Lyon Baptist Church. This church was located in the village of Shufordsville,
Mississippi. These slaves attended this church, sitting in back pews listening to the gospel
preached by the white minister, Rev. W. D. Boyd.
During the war, Rev. Boyd died, leaving the church without a pastor until the year 1865. Early
in the spring 1865, Mr. E. H. Fuller (deacon of the church) went to Helena, Arkansas, and
consulted with Rev. W. H. Barksdale in regard to supplying the church. The day was set and
Rev. Barksdale came filled with the spirit. The house was full of eager listeners. Many of the
former slaves occupied their seats in the rear taking in the truths as they were given from the
pulpit by this great and good man of God.
After the service, Rev. Barksdale was called to serve the church as pastor. Very soon the
question came up, “What must we do with the Negro members?” The Negroes having faith in
God that He would make all things possible for those who trust Him: they knew God would
provide a way for them to worship Him in spirit and in truth. Mr. Fuller made the proposition to
grant letters to all who wished and organized them into a church to themselves. This was
accepted by both white and colored members.
On the 22nd of June, 1865, they organized and Mr. Fuller served as clerk and guardian. But here
comes up another difficulty, they have no house, not able to buy and build, what will we do for
or with them? Mr. Fuller asked the white brethren to grant the Negroes the use of their church
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and the pastor to preach to them at three o’clock in the afternoon of every first and third Sunday,
and he would pay $200.00 of the pastor’s salary. This proposition was accepted by both
congregations and Mr. Fuller paid $75.00 and the Negroes paid $125.00.
In 1866, Charles Ballentine asked to be licensed to preach the gospel. A committee was
appointed to meet the African American church to examine him. He was licensed to preach the
gospel to his race. Through the influence of Mr. Fuller, a vacant store of logs was bought in
Shufordsville and used as a building to start the Negro church. Very soon, Rev. Peter Cheeks
was ordained and elected pastor. Mr. Fuller said, “Now you have a pastor of your own race and
you are at liberty to worship God as you see fit.” Thus, the name Liberty was given the
church.221

FIGURE 23. Picture of Liberty M. B. Church, Lyon, MS.

Lillie Neal (serves as church clerk), edited and compiled this document on the
history and/or development of Liberty M. B. Church.
221
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Mount Zion Missionary Baptist Church
Church History
The New Mount Zion M. B. Church in Lambert was first organized in 1918. It took on
new life in 1923, when a small piece of land was purchased and a new church was built through
donations made by members of the church. W. L. Morgan was the first pastor of the church. It is
believed that the church was first called Mount Zion and later renamed New Mount Zion during
organization by Rev. Morgan. The property consisting of two (2) lots was purchased from Mrs.
Viney Hash and Dr. Glass after a title search done by Walter Dreaden. A group of members
organized and met in a store-front site (estate property of Mrs. Riley Hurst) before a building
was erected.
When Rev. W.L. Morgan was dismissed from the First Baptist Church of Lambert during
the latter part of 1920, several members also left and joined him in the organization and building
of the New Mount Zion Church in 1921. Membership of the church grew rapidly during the
depression. Several efforts were made to enlarge the church and finally in the late 1930’s the
church was enlarged. Rev. Morgan’s twenty-year tenure ended in 1941. Rev. O. Y. Young was
then elected as pastor and served less than one year.
Rev. Harry Benmoin preached his first sermon at the New Mount Zion Church in
December of 1942 and was elected pastor before the first Sunday in January in 1943. At that
time, the church was in debt. Early in 1943, the church debts were paid off with donations.
Immediately following, a carpenter was hired and materials purchased to build new pews.
They were paid for in cash in the mid 1940’s. During this time, Mr. Phil Peterson was then hired
to build an outdoor baptismal pool.
During the 1950’s, additional space was added to the church building, which
included a kitchen, fellowship hall, pastor study and usher room. Plumbing was installed in the
1960’s. The sanctuary was also remodeled during the 1950’s and early 1960’s.
The membership continued to grow in number and in spirit under the leadership of Rev.
Benmoin and the guidance of the Holy Spirit. On the first Sunday in June of 1994, Rev.
Benmoin submitted his resignation due to failing health. Rev. Benmoin served the church
faithfully for 52 years.
Rev. Michael E. Jossell, Sr. was invited to preach on Sunday, July 31, 1994. The theme
of his message was “The Day Is Far Spent, Daylight Approaches” from Romans 12:11-14. Rev.
Jossell was interviewed by the Pulpit Committee on Saturday, September 3, 1994. After the
interview, the committee was led by the Holy Spirit that this would be the next under shepherd of
the New Mount Zion M. B. Church.
Rev. Jossell was elected as pastor on Sunday, September 4, 1994. He preached his first
sermon as pastor on September 18, 1994. The theme was “It Was Noise That Jesus Was in The
House”, St. Mark 2:1-2.
Immediately after Pastor Jossell’s election, the church began worship service each 1st and
3 Sundays. Service was previously held on 1st and 5th Sundays only. Tithing was instituted
rd
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and the church began to flourish. Pastor Jossell has been very instrumental in the growth of the
church through the guidance of the Holy Spirit. Several changes and additions were made to the
church including: Additional property was acquired; a keyboard and speakers were purchased; a
church van was purchased in 1995 and another one in 2012; a charter bus was bought and paid in
full December 2003; organization of the sunshine choir; reorganization of the youth choir;
organization of the mass choir and male chorus as well as Baptist Training Union (BTU) and
Teachers & Workers Conference. The church began an Annual Summer Retreat in 1995 to
different locations each year including Atlanta, Georgia; Chicago, Illinois; St. Louis, Missouri;
Dallas, Texas; San Antonio, Texas, Orlando, Florida; Houston, Texas; Myrtle Beach, South
Carolina, Cincinnati, Ohio and Gatlinburg, Tennessee. In February of 1995, the church began a
full-time worship service. Under Pastor Jossell’s leadership, seven deacons, two ministers and
one evangelist have been ordained. On April 30, 1999 Rev. Gene Price was called to the
ministry. In December 2001, Rev. Alvis Pryor, Jr. and Sis. Dorothy Williams accepted God’s
call. In the summer of 2004, Rev. Alvis Pryor, Jr. was ordained and later appointed Assistant to
the Pastor in December of the same year. Later, Rev. Marvin Pryor returned home and renewed
his membership and later became an Associated Minister of the church.
On Sunday, April 16, 2006 the last service was held in the old sanctuary of New Mt.
Zion. On Monday, April 17, 2006 the church building was gutted and everything was removed
and placed in storage. On Friday, April 21, 2006 New Mt. Zion M. B. Church was torn down
and all debris was cleared from the property. Christopher Harris of Clarksdale, Mississippi, was
contracted as the architect for the design of the new sanctuary and family life center. Karen
Yount of Yount Construction located in Senatobia, Mississippi was hired as contractor.
During construction of the new sanctuary, worship services were held at Silent Grove M.
B. Church in Marks, Mississippi and Quitman County Elementary School in Lambert,
Mississippi.
After construction was completed, the first sermon in the new sanctuary was held on Sunday,
December 3, 2006. The name of New Mt. Zion M. B. Church was officially changed to Mount
Zion M. B. Church on December 29, 2006. On April 30, 2008, the church parking lot was
paved. In 2009, BTU & Evening Worship Service were instituted. In the spring of 2011 and
again in the spring of 2016, the church Family Life Center was used as a Red Cross Shelter to
house flood victims. On May 6, 2012, Rev. Lawrence C. Figgs was ordained as a Minister of the
Gospel and appointed Assistant Pastor early in 2013.
The church outreach ministries address the needs of the whole family through Parenting
Classes, Promoting Healthy Marriages, Music Classes, Male Mentoring & Abstinence Education
Program. In the fall of 2015, the Man of Valor Ministry was instituted and in spring of 2016,
Children’s Church was instituted. On May 29, 2016, Rev. Michael Jossell, Jr. was ordained and
in January 2017 appointed Assistant Pastor.
Mount Zion M. B. Church is a church on the move for Jesus Christ.222

Patricia White (Admin. Assistant), edited and compiled this document on the
history and/or development of New Mount M. B. Church.
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FIGURE 24. Picture of Mt. Zion M.B. Church, Lambert, MS.
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APPENDIX D

Interview Questions
1. Are you at least 18 years of age or older?
2. How long have you lived in _____________?
3. How long were you a member of _________________ M.B. Church?
4. I’m here today to ask you a few questions about the ‘Dr. Watts’ hymns that have
been sung throughout the years here at your church. Does your church sing these
kinds of hymns every Sunday?
5. How did you learn the hymns that you all sing here at ____________ M.B. Church? Do
you all have ‘Dr. Watts’ hymn-singing training or rehearsals?
6. Which ministry or committee is responsible for leading this part of the song service?
7. Are women allowed to lead in the ‘Dr. Watts’ song service?
8. I noticed that on special Sundays like Women’s Day that the Mother’s Board lead the
hymn-singing song service. Why is that so?
9. Do the young people lead the hymn-singing song service on Youth Day?
10. Name all the Dr. Watt songs that you all sing here?
11. Is it safe to assume that there are some hymns that you all used to sing that are now
forgotten?
12. I hear various gospel singers perform all the time but there’s something special with
the way the voice sounds when the deacons sing the ‘Watts’ hymns. I hear this rasplike tone that is very unique. Where does that tone come from?
13. Can you walk me thru the routine or steps on how you do the ‘Dr. Watts’ here?
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14. Is there anything done now differently than was back in the older days?
15. I’ve noticed that at a specific point while singing that a deacon will raise his hands
and the entire audience will stand for a few moments (while singing) and then sit
back down as the deacon starts to pray. Why does everyone stand?
16. Is there anything else that I should know about ‘Dr. Watts’ hymn-singing?

Additional Questions
A. What are the differences between Missionary Baptist churches and non-Missionary
Baptist ones?
B. What are the differences in their style of worship?
C. What are some of the reasons why the two distinctive styles exist?
D. Describe the difference in their musical traditions and preaching style.
E. What was the Dr. Watts Chorus? How did they learn and rehearse the lined-hymns?
F. Were there any formal training sessions to teach individuals how to perform the
lined-hymns?
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APPENDIX E

Legend of Symbols and Terms for Music Transcriptions

L = song leader:
L1= song leader from Mount Olive M. B. Church
L2= song leader from Liberty M. B. Church
L3= song leader from Mt. Zion M. B. Church
C = congregation:
C1= congregation of Mount Olive M. B. Church
C2= congregation of Liberty M. B. Church
C3= congregation of Mt. Zion M. B. Church

appoggiatura (Arp) – Is a kind of incomplete neighbor tone that is accented, approached by leap
(usually up), and followed by step (usually down, but always in the opposite direction of the
preceding leap) to a more stable tone (typically a chord tone).
neighbor tone (NT) – Is a non-chord tone that passes stepwise from a chord tone directly above
or below it and resolves to the same chord tone.
passing tone (P) – Is a melodic embellishment or non-chord tone that is prepared by a chord tone
a step above or below it and resolved by continuing in the same direction stepwise to the
next chord tone.
mordent – Is a note (ornament) that is played with a single rapid alternation with the note above
or below.
anticipation (ANT) – Is essentially a stable (primary) tone that comes too early.
leading tone (LT) – Is a note or pitch which resolves to a note one semi-tone higher or lower to
the tonic pitch.
pedal tone (Pedal) – Acts as a sustained tone.
turn – Is a flourish of added notes that begins with a note above the one that is written, followed
by the written note, a note below the written note, then the written note again.
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APPENDIX F

Interview Focus Groups and Individuals

Focus Groups:
Mount Olive M. B. Church
Brown, Eugene, Elizabeth Jackson, Faye Phillips, Mary Hawkins and Willie Jackson.
Mount Olive M. B. Church, Mound Bayou, Mississippi. Interview, 1 November 2018.
Liberty M. B. Church
Shanks, Doris, James Jones, Jimmy Ray, Rosie Sumlin, and Zola Smith. Liberty M. B.
Church, Lyon, Mississippi. Interview, 2 December 2018.
New Mt. Zion M. B. Church
Jossell, Michael. New Mt. Zion M. B. Church, Lambert, Mississippi. Interview, 3 July 2019.

Individuals:
Butler, Rena. Silent Grove Baptist Church, Clarksdale, Mississippi. Interview, 4 March 2020.
Hall, Earl V. Pastor of First Baptist Church, Mound Bayou, Mississippi. Interview, 12 July 2020.
Pollard, Chuck N. Pastor of Galena M. B. Church, Tutwiler, Mississippi. Interview, 23 August
2020.
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VITA

Kelvin K. Towers is a native of Mound Bayou, Mississippi. His academic background
includes a Bachelor of Music degree in music education from Mississippi Valley State
University, a Master of Music degree in choral music education and a Doctor of Philosophy in
Music – degree in music education from the University of Mississippi. Towers has served as
Music Department Chair/Director of Choral Activities from August 2002–August 2021
(Present), at Coahoma Community College in Clarksdale, MS. Throughout his tenure, he has
successfully implemented a comprehensive choral music program that consists of: Concert
Choir, Gospel Choir, Show Choir, Barbershop Quartet, and Men’s & Women’s Ensemble. As a
music educator, Towers has served as a local, state, and national choral adjudicator; and a
clinician for district, all-city, and state convention choirs. As a performer and/or lecturer, he has
presented in conferences and conventions such as the Delta State University International Blues
Conference, Mississippi Valley State University B.B. King Symposium, and the General
Missionary Baptist State Convention of Mississippi. His choirs have performed for the
Mississippi American Choral Directors Association, Congressional Black Caucus Foundation
(Washington, DC), and with many national Stellar Awards winning gospel artists. Towers also
serves as a gospel music songwriter and arranger that have recorded for national and
international documentaries that were produced by Pulse Films (London), and Zero Point Zero
Production (New York). He is a proud member of Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc.
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